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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

nwell 1n our country,," said Alice, still panting

a little,

11

youtd generally get to somewhere else- i f you

ran veey fast for a long time as we've been do1ng."
"A slow sort of country! 11 eaid the Queen.

r'Now,

here, you see, it takea all the running you can do, to
keep in the same place.

I t you want to

get aanewbere else,

7ou must run at least tvice as fast as that!"

l

Was Lewis carroll, so long ago,, possessed ldtb a
sutt1c1ent amount

or

foresight and empathy to enable

b1m

to share the daily thoughts of modern marketing execut1.ves?
Or do the above verses merely sound that way.

'l'he answer to this enigma will of course never be
lmown, but 1t does seem true that most sales execut1vea,

at one time or another f'eel somewhat trapped

by

this tread-

mill concept ..

In recent years this f'eellng has no doubt been intenaitied b7 the ever increasing complex1t7 and competitive
nature ot' the d1str1but1on function.

l

Lewis E. Carroll, Through The

Loold.ng

Glass, Charles

SCribner's Sons, New York, p. 186, 1938.

2.

Although no definitive panacea seems in sight>
more effective sales productivity is available to those
executives willing to encourage the formulation and use
of adequate field sales supervision.

Since this general

view seems to be shared by' most of these same executives
and b7 students of marketing alike, 1t is disappointing

tbat so little literature has been written in this spec1t1c area.
It 1s true, ot course, that a vast amount

of lit-

erature dealing with sales management on the execut,ive
level has been torthcom1ng.

It is also true that man7

worthwhile contributions dealing spec1t1cally with the aapervision ot production personnel have been published.
one reason for this apparent void 1n the literature

ma~

be the fact that most serious students

or market-

ing lack a varied and extensive practical background 1n

d1str1but1on and have, therefore, tended to overlook the
tert1le area ot :t1eld

supervision~

On the other band marketing executives who have

recognized the need 1n this specific area have of ten lacked
the time or academic training required to produce a major
contribution 1n this subject.
In the firm belief,

therefore~

that the subject

ot field sales supervision is unique and bas been widel.J'

neglected by both students of marketing and aales executivea alike# this work was undertaken and throughout the
remainder of this paper the rather unwield7 terminology
field aales supervision will be reduced to mere].J' super-.

Vision.

Basic Tenets
It will be the intent and purpose ot this paper.

therefore. to establish and anal.J'Ze two basic tenets.

-

One:
The marked lack

or

interest and neglect from

both students ot marketing and sales executives 1n this
epeo1t1c area.

-Two:

'l'he premise that effective field supervision

represents one of the most important single links 1n the

total distribution function

or

organizations w1th a field

sales force.

BacJcsroun,S SJ! Superv1sorz Neg_l;eot

Since short]7 after the close ot World War II
. an ever increasing amount ot effort bas been devoted
toward the application of
lution

or

sales problems.

ac1en~11'1o

methods 1n the so-

New sc1ent1f1o technique has

4.

been applied.1 tor example, to aucb general areas as

sales torecast1ng,. trat.t1c problems,, product deVelopment, and the initial selection and training
men.

or sales-

This trend is encouraging and substantial progress

bas been made b7 tbe use of acJ.entU1c metbodoloa to

most ot these general problems. Tbe use of ac1ent1t1c
methods 1n tbe selection and training

or salesmen

is,

however, a step halt taken, the other balt.1 continued
and ettective supervision must al.ao be.supplied Uthe
1nit1al investment ot time, monq and ettort are to be
protected. Despite this general trend, however, the
t1eld ot supervision remains w1del.J' neglected.
ibis neglect on the part or most sales executives
1s

ot importance

because alaoft all

or

tbese same sales

executives seem to be in agreement as ·to

effective supervision.
all

or

Frequent~,

th11

value

or

aalea 11tanagera take

the other steps necessary to help tbeil' men sell

ettective17., but e1tber tollow trad1t1onal practices of
aupel'Yia1on, imitate those ot some other companies which
ma7 not themselves be supervising well, or 1n general
1gnore this vital
t1eld.

~se

ot

•nasement

A rather marked neglect

~

1n

the marketing

basic pa7cbologioal

principles seems all too otten to bave been eOD111on.

"Some students of distribution even go ao

rar

as to as-

sert that supervision constitutes the greatest neglected

field in the practice of .professional sales management ...

2

Host sales organJ.zat1ons then are alreaey in
possession •'4 an untapped reservoir ot potent1all7 pro-.
ductive salespower,. needing onl.1' the

s~rk

of etteot1ve.-

creat1ve supervision to make it a usable asset •.

summan; .!?! ChaJ?t!r l
Chapter one baa been .intended pr1mar11J' as an

introduction and Justification tor the need ot additional
contributions to the meager ex:tating stock

or

literature

on tbe subject of t1eld·aa1ea superviB1on.

Since time was of neoeas1t7 a llm1t1ng tactor,
both the general -background information and specifLo de-

. tailed data
.( 1)

were collected

from the following sources •

An extensive ·renew -~

all publ1abed ma•

terial available to the author.
(2) L:tm1ted interviews 14th interested_and
cooperat1.ve sales executives and students of marketing
1n

the general area of Rtcbmond,. Virginia.
( 3) The personal experience and Viewa of the

writer 1n the t1eld of sales management.

2

Harold H. Maynard and Herman Nolen, sales Mana@!!Pt•

Ronald Preas Company', New York. p. 230. 1950.

6.
CbQtel'
p~OONp

!cpl J!!

n

1l.BGU\C'I JI!. SUPIRVISIOJI

Reason1 .t9Z. !ht J!!ll:eot at §!!R!!!1p10J)
S1Dee ~ °'~·ton and it•
need aeea well ~. Su gentl91 anenoe aee•

dtttlcult• U not elmd
oloea 1ooic.

~le

to underatamt.

A

be•••• dlaoloan .....i almoat o1t¥1oaa

reaaona tO'll tld.a aegleo-t.

fluet.mf!on l2t ~
in the ftnt place. - . . alee eaoutt._. . . -

etteottve tnrPtnldon beoaue tbQ·
bel1eYe ·none· ta aeoea88l7 u tlle7 baYe eue-

look the neect to»
honest~

hllJ' nleoted and

lnltta~

n

eetebliflbed prlndple.

1 ........... -

that ..... the w t
•ldU

~

tnd.ned tbe1r ealeswm.

or aanag.e•nt

a1dJl.ed people ut111ae

aoat etteot1••11on1"1lbeD under competent'
3

~

dSJ.teo-

tton and ~=·

J2!Wcalt&a st §g!"1!&9!!
~. aD4 certain~

or equal

i~..

la .

the Inherent ditftoult7 1n ettectl•- auJU'V1dnc t:l.e14

hote>J7' ...-n and ina1de pJ/'OdQcrt1oD
penonne1 ~ OOOlilPJ' posits.one of auob emoting
••lea personnel.

3

• • JI. lfl•tiul· ,Marketg !fapdbooL Ronald I n •
Jl8DJ'• lfelf York. P• 22•

J.9118.

~

standards as to make performance comparisons

relative~

eimpleQ Even inside sales people and clerks are usuall.J'
1n the immediate prox1m1tJ' of theil' supervisors end dil'ect

standards

~

eampal'isons are theref'ore a1mpl1t1ed.

Geosraph1o Cgpml1cat1ons ·

The wide variallce 1n actual sales potential,
which JJ187 and often does exist between va1'1oua sales
territories Within a given

firm~

complicates the job of

field supervision. In addition. Widespread geographical
distances between sales areas turther compounds the
costs involved in both time and money-.

Supel'V1s1on

!!. &!,

Abstraot Function

Another :lmportant reason. which most marketing
executives are not prone to admit, is that thq aecretl.7
question the advisab111tJ' ot supervision because 1t ap.
pears

to them an abatraot function.

In

these instances

tbe direct oost ot supervision is a readil.7 measurable
tactol' while the immediate results are :not. 'l'bia reason
alone ma7 explain the incongruous attitudes ot JD1n7market1.ng executives who extend quick verbal recognition
concomitantl.1' With a practical reluctance to accept a
working, comprehensive program ot 1upel'V111on with its
attendant costs 1n time and effort.

a.
Despite the difficulties involved 1n supervising field salesmen, an encouraging trend 1s developing

toward closer euperv1e1on as its !mportance becames more
widel.1' aooepttd~ A recent and excellent example ot this
waa brought to lisht when the editors ot Modem Indust'g:.
in the autumn of 1959, asked their aubaoribera what
ebould be done to step up aales ettioJ.en07 1n a fulltledged blJ78l'S market. 'l'be number one answer, given bJ'
s1xt7-tive
pervision.

rr

cent.or those who replied, •• better su-

ostrich Attitude

Another attitude, which 1a d!ttloult to OOl'l'elate
with the caliber ot men one usual.11' asaoo1atea w.t.tb top
management,. is the oatriob. Simply stated this group
merel.7 overlooks the aalesmen•a problems on tbe apparent
assumption the;r 1'111 resolve themselves or c11sappear.
Closely allied with these "progressive thinkers" are
those who flatl.7 state -- all diasatietied salesmen w1ll
mereJT 'be replaced. Whenever theee basic aales pb1losoph1ea prevail, there will 'be, aa a result., a b1gh turnover of salesmen and the existence ot a sales organization forced to·tunot1on at a traction ot its total aell1ng
ett101enc7.

4

H. R. Tosdal, Problems In Sales Management. Ronald
Presa company, New York, P• 578, 1948.

Cgmpensation Atti.tude
A a1xth reason tor acme aalea executives• neglect
ot the auperv1.81on ot their uleamen ia their belief
that 1t salesmen are paid well and 1n a fair manner the
need tor supervision Will not ex:tat. An adequate oompenaation plan la helpful 1n motivating, e~nu1lat1ng
and oontrol.11nS the aotlona ot salesmen, but it can never
replace adequate field aupel'Via1on.

Mass Methods

An additional reaao.o personal aupervislon la
negleoted b7 acme executives is that thq believe all
the aupervia1on neoesaa17 can be acoomp11ahed 'bJ' maaa
methods. Maas aupemalon carried on b7 ulea meetings,
contests. and conventions often tultilla a basio need.
Th• group approach eooncnd.zea the time ot aalea exeout1vea 1n impart1ng 1ntomat1on that should be received
b7 the entire sales toroe. In addition it baa the added
advantage ot a a1mJiltaneoua presentation, wb1ob tor
purposes ot t1m1ng m'7' well be ot utmost importance. In
acme tnea ot training the group method may even be JDOl'8
ettect1ve, aa group interaction m&1' be ot invaluable aid
1n tra1n1ng. 'l'he oh1et d1tt1ouley, bowever, 1n auperv1.s1ng

10.

tield aalea personnel 1a
ot mass methods now used
1n the initial selection
chief shortcoming 1a the

not 1n the improper pe1'f'Ol'ID8Doe
aa might, perbape. be charged
and tra1n1ng ot salesmen. '.l'he
lack ot personal aupel"VU1on.

Mass auperv181on is good aa

tar

as it goeaJ but JD8D7

ex.ecl.ltives, becawse ot their emphasia on mass supel'Vi•
aion, do not aet the real need tor personal euperv1a1on.
Mass auperv1aion entails dealing with all men b7 one
uniform method.

When the 1nd1vidul11;J' ot a salesman

1s ignored, all the 8JlllPtams

.

ot a poor human relations

a1tuat1on, such as PoliOT breaking, and a rapid turnover
ot personnel are apt to become prevalent.

Object 12 Supel'Vision
A final i-eason tor the neglect ot aupel'V1a1on.
and the one wtd.ob most aalea executives do not openl.1'
admit to believing,, 1a that salesmen themselves do not
want auperv181on. i'his last attitude will be dealt with
aeparatel.7 1n the following cbapter.
Salesmen

summarz !}! Chapter ,g
Chapter two bas dealt with the l>l'oad acceptance,

b7moat people engaged 1n mal'keting, ot the need tor adequate sales supervision.

ll.

In addition, the following eight reasons tor the

neglect of adequate supervision were discussed.
(l)

Supervision Not Required

(2) D1tt1cult1es ot Fl·eld Supervision
(3)

Geographic Complications

( 4)

Supervision Seen B.Y Management As An

(5)

Ostrich Attitude

(6)

Compensation Attitude

Abstract Function

(7) Mass Methods
(8}

Salesmen Ob.Ject To Supervision

5.'be lasi; obJection is so widely held and generally

m.sunaerstood that it becomes the basis tor Chapter III.

12.
Chapter III

J22 ..,SA_.LES_ME_N

WANT SUPERVISION

Xntroduct1on
Each of the eight reasons for the neglect ot
euperv1s1on discussed in the previous chapter ts cona1dered of

!.mportance~

but the widelJ' held View that

salesmen themaelvea do not tlant supervision bas been

singled out for a more detailed anal:J'a1• 1n tb1a chapter.
Thia new When held b7 market~g management.
whether logical or not1 preaents an almost 1nsurmount•
able obatacle to the formation ot an.effective program

ot t1eld euperv1s1on. It seems reasonabh to assume,
that since ma117 of tod&J'•• ealea executivea were tbemeelvea Vfl'l!'T

a~ocesatul

aalesmen 1n an era which extended

little recognition to supervision. tbe1r attitude toward
this tacet ot management Jl8J' have remained atat1o.

In

tbe period 1n which tbeae leaders of todaJ' were developbg akllla 1n their obosen field. little atuq and.less

attention was

usua~otterect

1n the

direction.of ettec-

tlve aupervttdon.
Aa a result, mzmJ'
or :these "selr made
.
.
men" ma7 tend to regard "1th subtle acorn a relat1velJ"
ooatl.7 J>1"08l'!lnl. designed to help.. what ma7 appear to them

· to be# the weaker members of their orgari1zat1on. .

·

The rears between the late nineteen twenties
and the outbX'eak ot world war II were ;.years ot transition 1D the aeleotion and training ot sales peopls. During these 78axas a management attitude of "sell or sink"
was not uncommon • 1n taot. it was otten the rule. .Agsress1ve. aucoesstul aurv1vora ot th1a tough aohool otten d1spl.Q'ed little qmpatl\V' tor those who fell bJ' the
wa181de.
It may also be well to rememl>er that JDa117 ot these
executives weN Jitembera of infant companies that bad not
yet felt the need ~or supervision, ainoe the tirm•a limited size made direction tram the home ott1ce both possible and meaningtul.

ot m&DJ' companies,
aupel'V'ialon P1'QS1'8JD8 grew awlarard17 and elowJ.7. Eaoh
aucoeaaive eft'Ol' during th1a pel'iod 11117 well have added
tuel to dormant tire• ot resentment a.mans the 'better
aaleamen. Prom th1a same group., to a large.degree, were
to be dra11n the sales executives ot toda;r.
During these formative 1'881'8

Chanf51n& Views

aalea environment which exlata toda;r, however, val'ies w.t.del1' trom that which e:x1eted pr10l' to
World war II. Tod&J"'I salesmen are more oaretl1111' aeleoted
and trained and tend. 'Within a given nm. to a more
The

14.

un1tom and honogenoua group. The market place 1n
wh1ob they compete has become more d1verse1 complex
and competitive and they- are slowly making known theil'
desire tor more effective supervision.
Through the ealesman•a eyes, field supeX'Vision
assumes new 41mena1ona. Pield salemnen operate in an
unusual environment 1n which their eupel'Vlsora occupy

a critical position. There is often oons1denble dis•
tance, both ph1'81cal and mental, between the territor.tal
representative and their CQIDP8l17 headquarters. ot neoes•
a1t7, theretol'e, the local manager is the OOJDP8111' to
bis salesmen in the tield - their onl.7 otticial link
with the Home ottioe. Hot onl.1' doea the supervisor peraon1f1' OOllJ1P8D7 autboritJ'• he is the individual to Whom
the salesman must look tor advice., encouragement., and
adVancement. It seems axiomatic, then, that field auperYie1on involves a hi~ personal relationship between
the salesman and his supel"Visor - a relationship which
is the Ve'f!1' oore of e1'f'eot1ve auperv.ts1on.

Supervision From :£!!.!. salesman's View
Etteotive management 1n the field• aa a CClll1PSD1'

ob.1eot1ve, 1a more than a satisfying uero1ee 1n sound

personnel practices, it is the l11'e blood or sales success.

The strategic position or field supervisors be-

comes more

clear~

evident when we examine the following

reasons, given by Dr. Robert T. Davis ot Stanford University, as to why salesmen desire more etrectiva supervision.
In a Ve't7 real sense,, salesmen are
nditf'erent." As compared with other company employees, they are subject to much
more pronounced emotional ups and downs not because they are peculiar individuals
but because of the nature of their jobs.
'l'be average field salesman works aloneJ
alone he must bear the disappointments
ot the lost sale# the frustrations ot
the delayed sale, or, happily, the exhilaration of the well-earned sale.
He is not 1n constant contact with his
fellow empl07eesJ if he travels for extended periods, he doesn•t even have a
family to retum to each evening. Thus,,
in addition to being the salesman's
major contact with the company the field
sales manager is the one person to whom
be can turn tor counsel and encouragement. For the salesman in the field~
the local manager·replaoes the colleagues
and constant inside supervision that the
office worker takes tor granted.

An equall.J' significant characteris•
tic of sales organizations is the tact
that the t1eld sales manager establishes
the standards ot pertormance and behavior
tor his men. Selling is a job replete

with intang1blesJ there are no convenient
dials to set, formulas to calculate, or
tolerances to allow for. Selling is a
relationship between people; as such, it
can hardly be routinized, or standardized. Hence, it is especially important
that there be some standards ot pertormance and behavior to guide the 1nd1v1•
dual salesman. And it is the field sales
manager who sets such standards - his
expectations, his attitudes which es£ab11sh beyond a <JO'iibt a worldng environment that either aids or hinders hie
subordinates. S
·

Field Questionnaires

Turning now to the last and perhaps most s1gn1f1•
cant tactor regarding whether salesmen do or do not de•
sire superv1s1on, it aeema pertinent to examine a rather
extensive field questionnaire atud7 completed b7 Dr. Charles
Lapp.

"Three hundred and aevenf;J'•one salesmen were contacted 1n connection With the conduct ot this study to
t1nd out i t they felt an increased amount ot supervision that 1a, direction, motivation,, continued training and
control - would increase their selling e1'tic1enoy. Two

5

Robert T. Davis, The Field Sales Manager, .American
Management Association, Inc.,, New York, p. 15,

1960.
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of' the studies were made of insurance salesmen attending
the Lite Insurance Marketing Institute at Purdue Un1vera1t7.

A class

or

t1tt7•n1ne insurance salesmen,, who had

been with their present campa117 one year or

less~

re-

plied 1n the following manner:
52.~

believed an increased amount ot auperv1a1on would increase their selling ett1c1eney-.
thought matbe an increased amollllt ot supervision would help their selling eft1e1eney.

12.W

onq, bel1eved tbat an increased amount

.of supervision would not increase their

selling ett1c1eney.

The replies

or a class ot

f'orty insurance sales-

men attending the same institute# who bad been with their
present companies two years or less, were as follows:
believed an increased amount ot superv1- ·
s1on would increase their selling effi-

ciency.

thought ma7be an 1noreased amount ot supervision would increase their selling
ett1c1en07.
believed that an increased amount or supervision would not 1noreaae their selling
efficiency.

18.

The answers or the two groups of salesmen are
particularly s1gn1t1cant tor two reasons.

One 1 ·the top

insurance companies are generally considered to be makU>g a sc1ent1t1o approach to the problems

or

sales man-

agement. Second. the salesmen contacted at the Life
Insurance Marketing Institute are considered by their
managers to be the salesmen most likely to succeed 1n ·

the business.
Sixty-seven salesmen

or a

closely supervised salea

torce ot two branches or a bake17 company,. operating on
the house-to-house aales basis,. gave the tollowing replies:

defin1tel.7 believed an increased amount

ot superv1s:1on would increase their selling eff1o1ency.

thought maybe increased supervision would

help them.

d1d not believe increased superv181on
would help them.
Seventy salesmen, acattered throughout the United
States, representing a floor surfacing sales oontpallJ', replied to the samequeat1on as follows:

19.

58.~

detin1te1Y believed an 1ncreaeed amount
1ng ett1o1enq.

,21.~

thought JDQ''be an 1nCl'eaeed amount ot au•
perv1s1on would increase their selling
·ett1o1eno7.

ot aupervle1on would increase their sell•

believed an increased amount ot auperv:t.•
a1on would be ot no help 1n increasing
their selling ability,

'I'be replies ot more than halt (53 per cent) ot
135 ealesmen selected at random and engaged 1n various
tn>ea ot ae111ng 1n the Ohio and neighboring states, 1n ·
answer to a e11sbtl.1' c:U.tferent question, "Do 10u desire
·more aupervis1on than 70u are now receiving?" waa a deti•
nite "Yes. 116

.

~

Conclusions ot Chapter III

The View that ealemnen do not want supel'Viaion
aeema invalid when considered 1n the 11ght ot available
evidence~ As the bod1' ot evidence grows, 1n 'botb degree
and depth, 1t Jlla1' be assume4 that the View wlll become
1noreas1ngl1' leas valid.
It also aeema obvious that 1n41v1dual replies to
field questionnaires could log1oall.1' be expected to be

6

Charles L, Lapp, Personal SUJ!!rv1&1on ot 0Uts1de

Salesmen. Ohio State 17nivers1ty, Columbus, Ohio,

PP• 11 8 & 91 1952.
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shaped 'bJ' the 1nd1v1dual•s desire tor supervision 1n
the past.

It this conclusion is sound, then a steady

over-all increase 1n the quality of tield supervision
should elicit an even more favorable desire for increased supervision 1n the near future.

Summarz Chapter n,!

Today it appears that a slowl.J' growing body

or

thoughtful, forward looking sales executives are becoming aware
sion.

or

the importance of effective field supervi-

In the sales field, manpower has been ruthlessly

squandered for years.

The philosophy has often been, i t

a man doesn•t make good, just hire another one.

During

World war II, company after company learned to maintain
their sales, and 1n many cases, to sell a larger volume,
with a smaller sales toroe.

This desire tor more econom-

ical selling carried over to the post war and current era.
Some companies have been able to maintain a larger volume
with one-fourth to one-halt as many salesmen.
however, to be a growing awareness of the

There seems,

cost~

waste ot

a high turnover in salesmen, but there needs to be a greater
realization that a large and measurable amount

or

this turn-

over can be a result of inadequate supervision.

If sales volume decreases, there will doubtless be
a tendeney to paok sales forces with additional manpower,
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even though such a pollq has met with questionable success 1n the past.

rul salesmen J1a7

OU1danoe

or man7 so-called

unsuccess-

be muob cheaper than the cost

ot hiring,

tra1n1ng and t1r1ng large numbers ot men Just because

others are available.
One sal.es authority estimates that the average
salesman., nc matter bow competeDt

01'

well trained he 1187

or bis potential capacitJ'
cent represents lack or.

be. ut111zes onlJ' eS.xt7 per cent
to sell. t'be other rort'y perknow-bow~

laz1nesa;1 lack

~

determtnation. and other tao-

tol's inherent 1n most or ua. llh1ch muat be corrected to
1
secure maldmma results.
'l'o develop the forty per cent

1n b1s salesmen 1a the

or

latent capacity'

•301': respons1b111tJ'

or

the aaJ.ea

executive. In the f1J'Jal anal.ya.ta every aalea executive

1a a teacher,, and the greater bis eff1c1eno7 aa a teacher
the greater his effio1enc1' as an executive.

Tb.ts alone

should be 8Uf't1c1.ent to challenge marketing execut1vea

to improve the supervision or their salesmen.

7

John

c.

Asplq,. sales Managers Handbook,, Dartnell

Corporation, Chicago,, Il11nois, p.

876~

1956.

Chapter IV

---------

SEIBCTIOH CRITERIA POR SALESMEN

Introduction
The marketing execut1vea who have accepted the
need tor, and importanoe of., a program ot adequate sales

aupeJ.'¥1.sion will first need to consider. and then define.their program's general and apeoU'io objectives.

In general, eftective supervision bas a three

Point purpose. First from the stockholder•s. or owner•s,
view it should t:terve primar1J.y as an aid to increasing
each 1nd1V1dual salesman's contr1.but1on to net profits.
Secondly• 1t should aid 1n 1mp?.tov1ns service rendered or

mercband1se value recei.ved b7 the ultimate consUD'.lller,. and
third 1t abottld aid each salesman 1D h1a ettorts to maxi-

mize hla selling abilities. therebJ' increasing his income

and helping sat1sf'7 hie psycbolog:l.cal contrlbutJ.on to h1a

tbm•a overall ettorta and to soo1eey 1n general.
!'beae three news are not onJ.¥ ccmpat1ble,. but are

aotual.11' compl.1menta1'3'. All three objectives can be ac..
compllehed o:nl.J' bJ' the creation ot a profitable sales volume. Both management and salesman alike must realize that
improved selling technique, resulting trom carefull.7 defined

and well managed programs of supervision, will. conclude increased

income~

not onl.7 for themselvea., but tor their

t1m and atookholdera as nll.

Speo1tio Techniques
The spec11'io techniques for achieving the obj

eotives ot an etteot1ve program ot supel'V1a1on will

va"J!8 in.detail tram one tirm to another, but the following six point program is believed bJ' this author to
be tlex:f.ble and 1nolua1ve enough to fit almost all sales
organizations a
Selection
(2) Continued Training

(1)

(3)
...

-

Field Management

Morale
(s) Motivation
(4)

(6)

Flow ot Responsibility

This six point program ot apeo1t1o technique will
be considered one step at a time. The balance ot this
chapter will be devoted to an anal181a ot the first technique. selection.

Selection _.......,......,
ot Pield Personnel
...........................
The first objective must obviously be the proper

selection ot the field personnel. One of the principal
tasks that confronts the marketing executive is that ot
oonstantl3' improving his sales force. ftllch thought and
ettort are given to training methods and to proper supervision, equipnent, aales aids and the advertising program.
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But the bas:lo ab1l1tJ' and intelligence ot the man selected

eatabliahea forever a constant upper 11m1t to what can
be aooonapliahed after be is empl()1'ed. Unless be is prop.
erl.1" selected, therefore, be cannot be developed beyond
a oerta:ln 11mltJ a 11mit wld.cb all too otten falls tar
short

or

that required to maintain a aat1atacto17 level

ot sales production. 'llor thia reason sales managers are
now giving increased thought to the problems ot securing
the right man tor a given Job 1n an ettort to partiall.1'
solve tbe vexing problem ot reducing the coats ot d1atnbut1on.
The costs ot distribution affect the Alea department 1n ma117 waya. It the costs incurred by an individual
tlrm are bigber than those ot 1ta competitors, auch coats
must be ottaet 111' lower coats ot production or phJaical
d1atr1but1on 1t the oompan7 la to compete ettectlvel.J'.

- 'l'bere are alao certain distinct losses which oc-

Costs ot Poor Selection

cur aa a result of poor manpower selections,, and these
ahould be kept 1n mind.

One such loss 1s the high turn-

over which must tollow poor selection. It the man empl07ed does not bave the proper phpical and mental tac111·
ties, or U bis background ot experience and training is

inadequate. eventual separation from the firm 1s inevitable. It he does not have the proper attitude toward

sales work, i t he lacks personal 1n1t1at1ve, drive or
courage, or i t tam1l7 or personal problems take too muob

ot bis thought and time,, success is unlikely. It selec•
tion methods can be used which will aid in determining

such limitations in advance, turnover rates ma7 be substantially reduced.
An ex.ceseivel.y high rate of turnover within a

given firm obv1ous17 involves a number ot costs. First,
the expense ot bil'ing and training is increased merely'
because it is neoessal'Y' to repeat the process man7 times.
Training costs per man vary as widely as the pro-

ducts of the firms who do the training.
Managemen~

man to

outlines

pro~

even more.

8

a

One text ot Sales

range ot as little aa $100.00 per

involving an expenditure of $2,000.00 or

It should also be remembered that the sala17

ot the man being trained is one costJ however, an even
greater oost is usual]1" the sala1'7 ot the executive who is

carr.ying out the program. Although it is impossible to
measure the costs ot disrupting their dail.7 duties to take

8

Harold Maynard and Herman Nolen, sales Management,
Ronald Press Company, New York, p. 230, 1950.

part 1n training programs, it 1a usuall.7 recognized that
adequate tra1n1ng draws upon the time of a number ot execu9
t1vee whose time is valuable.
Another 1mportant aspect

ot tbe coat

~

poor selec-

tion le that one never knows bow much is lost b;r' eapl07•

1ng men who are Just below the leVel or efteotiveness..
wb1cb would have rest.tlted tram more etteot1ve selection

methods.

Present methods ot terr1tor.r evaluations have

not gone far enougb to enable a sales etat1st1oal department to sq

tba~

one man 1s getting all he

ahou~d

from a

terr1tor;v or that another man 1a not working ettect1vely.
Mucb baa been aocompllsbed in thia d1reot1on, but 1t 1s ·

atlll not possi.ble to 881' Just what tbe etteot would be
U eve1'7 man

were

well adapted

to bis te1'1'1tory, products

and b1a partiCUlar customers. When tb1a 1a not
group

or men· who are

thought

done~

a

to be etteot1ve but.. who 1n

reallf;J'. are onl.1' per:tom.t.ng at a traction ot total ef•
tect1.veneaa are .-rrled 1ndefin1tel7. Botb the men and

sales management are aat1at1ed because tbe7 ne?P., ·

jQW

what tbe results would have been bad the men been selected

9

E. c. Halsey, supervtaipa People., Harper and Brothera
Publlahera~ New

York, p. 71, 1953.

with more care and with the use of modem selection tech10

niqu.e.

Anothel' cost to be considered 1a tbe ettect ot a
blgb turnover of salesmen on tbe prospects or

eustomers~

Pew men, when new 1n a territ0J.7., work aa e1'1'ect1vel.J' as
thq de after tbe7 have become

tbell'

uses~

accustomed to the products,

resale conditions and customer attitudes. New

men often deat1'0J' good will which baa been pat1entJ.7 built
over the 7eara with tbe expenditure ot much

t1me

Since_ the7 .frequently do not know bow to

f'ort.

Jections~

make

and et•

~et

ob-

adJuatments. or do creative sales work1 the

customers ottten resent their cOJJdng. Por these and other

basic reaaona. tb1a 1a perhaps an area ot field aupernsion

ot utmost importance. Even biends or the t1m ·c4 long
standing JDQ" resent the coming ot new salesmen, part1cularl.J'

u bis

product.a are complex,. or

knowledge prompts inadequate

01!

technical~

or

or

even roolisb statements

about bis or competitive products.

volve a beaQ' loss

and lack

All such mistakes in-

good will but cannot be measured

by
~~

·;~

&tJT

accounting procedures.

ot poor seiectlon and one which em- .
pbas1zes the positive aspects d selection_ 1a tbat 1netteot1ve pertormanced1erupts the work or other.departments
A turther coat

10

Pau1 H. 11J'atrom. Marketins Handbook, Ronald Preas.
Bew York. p. 81, 1958.
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within the firm.

It a salesman 18 not tactful 1n securing

credit information or 1n making a collection. be not
makes h1a own work harder but also decreases the

on~

~ec

t1venesa of the credit department. It be takes the point

or

view

or

the customer. who has

been

refused an adjust-

ment or the privilege of cancelling a contract., be ma7
1ntens1fJ' the custome:r•a feeling that be has not been
ll

given proper treatment.
All the goocJ ef'tect oE d1rect mail a<1Vert1a1ng

ma7 be loat 1t the salesman cannot
the sale..

CS1'17

out bis part ot

Prellm1na17 and often favorable attention has

.
been given to the product 'bJ' tbe bu7er tbrougb adVertis1ng.

Poor aalea taot1cs ma7 destr07 such good will 1n a

few atnutea., -even though tbe advertiser has been

months~

or even JW11'81 creating it. i'be result 1a that tbe adver-

tor 1net'·
tect1.veneaa wben tbe real problelll is with the terr1t027
salesman. S1m1lar~, 1r the production department bas
tising department 1s otten unJustl.7

cr1t1c1~

been given a schedule and bas pl'OV1.ded macb1ne17. raw

materials and labor to produce according to the sales
forecast
and ealea do not. f'ollow aa planned, loss ie in.
.
evitable even though the production department has performed 1ts duties with marked ettic1en07.

11

Kraft Pooda Company, Sales
Chicago.-. I'lllno1s, p. 631
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ia so 1mPortant it now seems pertinent to ask two ques-

tions. First~ who should do the selecting, and second,
what techniques can be employ-ed to increase selection eftect1veness.

l!W? Does.!!!.! Selecting
The size and tJ'pe ot organization determines to
a large degree who carries out the process of .selecting
salesmen. It the organization is small and a new man is
needed onl.J' at very infrequent intervals, the president
or general manager usuaUJr hires new salesmen, Just as be

does other employees. Usual.l1' be is not guided

by

any

technique other than that which be bas learned by experience.

otten be may know a 70ung high school, or college,

man 1n the area who baa impressed him aa being a good

t11>8 of aalea prospect and he is hired without much formality. The 70ung man 1s otten assigned to other initial
duties even though he is destined tor an eventual trial

at sales work.
When the organization is somewhat larger, the sales
department assumes the entire duty of selecting new sales•
men.

It is often guided by policies la1d down b1' the presi-

dent or the board as to whether experienced or untried men
Ifill be hired or how much may be paid to them, but the de-

tails are handled b7 the sales manager h1m.aelt.

Sometimes
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this function is assigned to division or district managers,, but the sales manager usually makes final approval
of the men.
Still larger organizations have personnel departments serving all divisions

or

the business.

One

duty is that or selecting and sometimes training salesmen.

The personnel department confers with the sales

manager as to policies,

tJPe and number ot men to be se-

lected, but actual interviews, tests and all preliminary
12
selections are made by the personnel department.
It the policy is that of recruiting relatively'

untrained men f'rom the colleges b1' advertising or from
employment ottioes, the personnel department 1s a part1oularly valuable aid to the sales manager, for it can
sort over the applicants and bring only the best to the
attention ot the sales manager.

Eut when only a tew

trained experienced salesmen are added, the sales manager usuall.J' carried out all of the steps himselt.

Techniques EmJ>lgyed

~

Selection

Once it has been established who is to be primaril.1' responsible tor selecting new salesmen, it then becomes necessary- to look at the methods or techniques to
be empl()J'ed.
12

Harold H. MaJll&rd and James H. Davis, Sales Management, Ronald Press, New York, P• 222, 1957.
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Porward•loold.ng sales executives are rapidlJ'
adopting the tour point aelect1on techniques t1rat
developed bJ' the manutaotur1ns

industries~

'l'bia 1n·

volvea, (1) t1rst a Job ana~s, (2) second a 3ob
description.. (3) third enumeration.of 3ob apec1t1cationa and (4).fourtb the worker's qualit1cat1ons.
The essential logic ot tb1a selection .. technique appealed to man7 sales managera and its adoption baa
met with notable auooeea 1n thousands ot 1natanoea.
The progress 1n tb1a area :1a enoourag1ng because most
students ot marketing seem to believe that adapting
the job and the man to eaoh other is the t1rat step
1n reducing the coats ot distribution.

l!!! .l2!! Deacr1R1;1on ~ Spec1tioat1on
'l'he idea is almost deceptivel.J' simple. It is
that ot anal.7Z1ns a Job, a task or occupation to determine ~uat what an individual does. What are h1a duties?
The .job apeoitication will outline what he needs to know,
what education, lfhat tools or aids are used and what
special qualit1oat1ona are demanded, such as those es-

sential tor its performance.
It ma7 be said that all this baa been done for
centuriea and, to some degree, this ma7 be true, but unless a formal anal7&1a 1a made and the results put into
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form tor use, often 'bJ' others than the analyzer, the
modern concept of a job analysis. has not been met.

1!l! Elements ,2t A ~ Descrl.11tion
Sutfic1ent literature is now available concern•
ing sales Job descriptions to permit a statement of
the elements which seem to occur 1n almost all such
anal1'ses.
(1)

The title used, usually salesman,

(2) Range of age,
(3) PhJ'Sioal requ1X'ements, such as the abilicy
to car17 beaV7 sample oaaea. or drive tor
...
extended periods ot time 1n a Ugbt automold.le.
(4) The education level.
(5) Experience required or preferred.
(6j Oond1t1ona, 1t aJ17, which make tbe Job
ditticultJ such aa securing new accounts
under d1tt1oult conditions or a low ratio
ot aalea to calls made.

-

(7) The tn>e ot selling.
(aj 1'he customers called

on.

(9) other .1ob details, 1natruot1ons 1n retail
and wholesale methods, installation ot
d1splaJ11- location ot new prospects, amount
and kinda ot reports to be made.
(lo) Opportunity tor adVancement. Does the .job
1og1oal17 prepare tor one ot greater OPpartun1tJ'? What are tbe pa7 ranges tor
the Jobs ahead?
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When such an analysis is made. great assistance
is given to the individual who selects salesmen. He
can see at once some of the factors to be considered.
If the most essential factors are incorporated 1n a man

spec1t1cat1on blank, the aelector•s task is easier.

such

a form states the requirements as to minimum age, education. experience. absence ot physical hand1caps 1 etc.
which applicants must meet, Thus,, a picture

~

the man

who can be expected to do well 1n the job is available.
Its value 1n hiring is obVious.

lh! I.21! AnaJ.,ysis !!l
Job

ana~1s

Training

1s a guide 1n developing training

for the 3ob. A logical training program can be developed ·

onl.7 when the anal.7&1• sets torth the duties to be performed. plus What men ot the minimum educational or experience requirements will bring to the Job. I f a
knowledge ot cost accounting is essential, and 1t the
man•a speoitications states that

on~

college graduates

can qual.1f71 the task ot the training department becomes

that ot g1V1ng the man the special lmowledge ot cost accounting wh1ob the Job ma7 reqU1re, since it may be asawned he knows the general t1eld.
It the analysis shows that a salesman of alum1num
watie

must be able to cook simple meals tor demonstrations
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the training department must either teach that eld.11
or test for its presence.

l3!! Weighted Application Blank
Closel.7 coupled to the job analysis as an

im•

portant selection tool is the modern concept ot a
weighted application blank.

Many selectors ot sales-

men t1nd great value 1n the weighted application blank,
one ot the newer tools ot the selection process. The
principle 1s that ot tirst ascertaining the relation
between certain objective tacts 1n the backgrounds ot
a rather large group of salesmen and the success ob-

tained bJ" each. When the importance

of

each factor, such

as age., home ownership,, or graduation from a college ot
pharmacy is determined, it is given a certain weight.

A

study' ot the lowest factors in the aales force will indicate the lowest m1n1mum score which was made b7 the
marginally successful aaleamen. .Af'ter thia 1e done, new
applicants are not hired unless thq make at least this
minimuDt score.

.~

be tull.7 Justified.

an exception is made, the action must
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Obj~etive

Measures

Although the pr1neiples involved are

simple~

the

procedures for seleeting the objectives to be measured
that predict success will vary 1n accordance with the
particular selling situation. The first step constitutes
seleeting a group of salesmen with well-estaulished records~

a group large enough to be considered a valid sam•

ple, and divide it into three, four, or five sub-groups
on the basis ot their selling success. This division may
be new accounts

opened~

the sale of protita•le items or

perhaps the ratio between total direct selling_ costs and
sales volume.

Reeords alone may be used, or eombined with

the judgment ot supervisors, divisional or regional managers.

The most commonl.7 used objective measures age,

height, weight, education, time with present employer,
membership in various organizations, lite insurance, or
savings owned or other similar items.

Determining !b! Weight .!!!: Factors
The next step involves testing the degree to
which each objective tact is related to sales success
as indicated b1" the

~oup

into which each man falls.
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Thus it ma7 be d1acovered that there ia a definite relationship between entering age and success or failure•
between education and sales success or between auoh other
taotora as bome ownership ol' tJ'pe ot tormal education
and sales auoceaa. Pactors auch as.working one•a wa7
tbrougb college. birth 1n the countl'71 or holding ottioe 1n various organizations ma7 be tound to be ot little a1gn1t1cance tor work with one oompan7, ·wt ot considerable predictive value tor another oompa07 whose
aalea situations are somewhat ditterent.
Attel' the objective taotors Wb1ch bear.on success have been determined 'bJ' the atud7 ot the records
ot the current sales toroe, onl.1' those factors which in·
d1oate success ol' failure are used 1n weighting the tacts

on the application blank.
The on~ a1gn1tioant factors seem to be those
wh1cb assist 1n separating the good from the poor salesman. Samuel Pollak 1n his booklet,, Rebuilding The Sales
statt, baa suggested that although aa

m&DJ'

as f1tt7 or

a1xt7 taotora ma7 be weighted, a tar smaller number, otten
13
no more than twelve to t1tteen can no:rmall.1' be used.

13

Samuel Pollak, Rebuilding The Sales Staff, McGraw

Hill :Book CompaDJ', New York, p. 132, 1947.
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once the factors to be used have been decided
upon, 1t is then necessal'J' to assign a weight to each.
The weights are determined bJ" col'l'elat1ng each item
with the degree ot success 1t predicts. Thus, it a
oompaDJ''B records ehow a close relationship between

entering age and success, a relativel.7 high weight is
given to tbe entering age level. But 1t age doea not
seem to be predictive, that is 1t success can be ob-

tained w1tb equal ease regardless ot entering age, little weight is given to age.

Rg Weighted Blanks Work?

The weighted blank works, and work& well, which
seems surprising when one considers tbat the factors
which are measurable are not those considered the most

predictive ot success. Motivation, tor example, cannot
be measured, except 1n an abstract sense, and a weight
assigned to its various manifestations. Yet modern

analysts ot aucoeastul salesmen 1nvar1ab]T attach great
importance to the presence or absence ot the right kind
14
ot motivation tor selling.
The other qualities which
one associates with good sales personality, aucb as

14

Norman L. Munn, Psychology, Houghton Mifflin Compan;y,
Boston, P• 127, 1946.
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likt.ng to be with people, persuasive ability and a
high drive for Power and position are not usuall.1'
considered subject to being measured and weighted.
It should be emphasized that this new device should
be used with resel'V8t1ons - but used 1t should be.
Ita llm1tat1ons lie 1n the tact ot 1ta deo1s1veness
and 1ts inability to take into consideration those
human personality taotore which must be considered 1n
the over-all selection process 1t a successtul program
.is to be obtained •

.Summary

Chapter IV baa been devoted to a discussion of
the importance, methods. and technique ot selection ot
t1eld sales personnel.

Selection has been indicated

t1rst, tor rather obvious reasons, 1n a list of six
spec1tio techniques tor the attainment of an effective

program of sales supervision. Earlier 1n this chapter

mention was made ot the tact that the basic ability and
intelligence ot men selected establishes forever a constant upper llmit to the 1nd1v1dual!s pertormnoe after
emplOJJD.ent. Thia tact gains added a1gn1f'icance 1t the
firm 1n question follows a practice ot internal promotion, for eventuall.J' eveey level ot management from the

basic unit of supervision to the highest policy making office must remain confined within the J.1mita in•
1t1alJ.7 set by the standards of emploJID.ent selection.
'l'b1a alone, it would seem. should serve as adequate
stimulus tor marketing personnel to stress effective
techniques 1n their selection process.

4o.

Chapter V

CONTINUED TRAntINO

Introduction
Parker Pollett• 1n her text Preedom and
Coordination, bas aptl.1' described the importance ot
Maey

continued training aa follows:
'l"be best leader does not persuade
men to follow bis Willo He shows them
. what is neoesea17 tor them to do. to
meet their responsibility• a responsibilitJ' which baa been expl1o1tl7 defined
to them. such a leader is not one who
wishes to do people's thinking tor
them, but one who trains them to think
tor themselves.
Indeed the best leadel'8 tl'J' to
tra1n their followers themselves to become leaders. 15

EValuating

lb!

Need

!2£ Continued

Training

It the tield sales manager is to achieve bia

objectives through the efforts ot other people, be
must first ot all lmow how these people are performing, both as a group and as individuals. 'lo determine

bow his salesmen are pertoiW.ng as a group and 1nd1vi·
dua117, the supervisor ma7 avail himselt ot a large
15

Ma17 Parker Pollett,, Preedom and Coordination,
American lttlnagement Assoo1at1on, New York,, p. 314,,

196o.
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quantity ot records and reports ot performance as well
as individual observations.
These reports, records and historical data
may then be equated against established standards in
order to determine current levels of performance.
Having determined how his salesmen are performing, the supervisor must take a second step toward the achievement

or

his objectives through the ef-

forts of other people.
.

He

must get each salesman to

!

.

improve that which he is now doing correctly and to
do correctly that which he is not.
This, in essence, is the subject ot chapter VJ
the importance ot continued training in an effective
program of field supervision.

Basic Reasons

l2£ Continued Training

The previous chapter was devoted to a discussion of the importance of an adequate selection process
in the formation of an eftecti·ve sales organization.
Once selected the immediate concern of sales
management becomes the initial training of the new
representative.

No effort will be made in this paper

to detail the importance of this vital phase ot management, or to formulate a specific plan for an all inclusive basic training program, since recognition seems
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universal among marketing executives of the paramount
importance ot a thorougb1 well•planned basic training
program.
The onl.J' major ditterence ot opinion 1n th1a
area aeema to be the endless debating, both 1n and out

ot print, ot the pros and cons ot on•the-.f ob training
veraua some tn>e ot claaaroom instruction aa the beat
means ot 1n1t1al training. When these arguments give
the 1mpress1on tbat the two types ot training are 1n
oppoaition, 01' that one must be clearl.7 superior to
the other under all circumatanoea - thq are nd.alead•
1.ng. Both types ot training have their place 1n any
well-organized salesman developnent program.

Individualized Continued Training

A SJ'Stematized, well-organized program should
be outlined tor continued training, .fuat aa there has
been tor initial training 1n most major companies. The
real work ot making salesmen etteot~ve beg1ne after thq
are placed 1n a territor.r. An organized program does .
not mean that training must be group rather than indivi•
dual.

In tact,, the greater part ot continued training

should be an individual, on-the-.1ob tJpe.

such training

requires an organized program of personal Visits With
each aalemnan. Training conducted 1n a maaa or academio

manner 1s helpful. HoweverJ the benefits can be much
greater 1t the classroom approach :ts supplemented b1'
a supervised program tor the personal application ot
what has been taught.
Since field conditions are oonstantl.1' changing,
the sales supervisor must also be conatantl.:1' making
changes 1n the guidance ot b1a salesmen. Sales train•
ins to be trul.1' ettect1ve must be tailored to each

apecitic situation and each speo1t1c representative.
A periodic check ot the 3ob duties,, plus an evaluation
ot bow those duties are being pertormed will provide

a

means ot keeping abreast with each salesman's changing
reapona1b111t1es.

l!!! Reasons Continued Training !! Necessau
The selection and initial training programs provide a prel1mfna17 aurvq ot a salesman's potential, and
the long term manpower developnent program begins when
basic training ends. The tact that product information.a

aa well as application. sales procedure, and the manner
1n which a sales presentation should be made, were once

taught is oerta:lnl1' no assurance that salesmen Will continue to put into practice that which waa 1n1t1al.11'
learned. Once a aucceastul procedure is learned, whether
it 1a a method ot approach, a demonstration technique., or
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a closing procedure, a aaleaman may- not continue its
use. 'l'his eonstitutea, without question; one ot the
most frustrating aapeota of management

to~

supervisors.

One bY' one, a salesnan replaces a proven technique or
takes short outs which he thinks will make his work somewba t easier.

This gradual de-training process, which seema

to a greater or lesser extent to occur with all salesmen,
is the basic reason all salesmen must be oonstantl.7 and
oontinuousl:J trained. An increasing degree ot emphasis
must be placed on individual training as each salesman
matures" as no two ma7 need help in the same areas. A
salesman attending a convention or a group sales maet1ng
1n which a considerable

amount ot time 1s devoted to a

discussion ot tam111ar products or ideas otten reacts bJ"
declaring, "All thq do 11 go over the same old things."
The part ot the

pl'Ogram

that reall.7 seems important to

him are those areas 1n wbtch he teels a need tor speoitio

help.
The editors ot Purchasing Magazine asked purchasing agents, "Do 7ou consider the salemnen now call•
ins on J"OU better qua11t1ed to give 7ou not only the

necessary information on their products, but details ot
new products, procedures, etc. than ten J'eara ago?"
Tb1rey-tour per oent ot the purchasing agents replied
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that salesmen calling on them were less qualified than
16
ten 7ears p~ev1ousJ.y.
This seems a sad oommental'J'
indeed about the etteot1venesa or many t1rms• continued
training programs • Ol' lack of them.

Pour Point ConetX'uotive Training
S1mplJ' cheok:lng or "overaee1ngn a aalesman•s work
Will not neoessaril.7 bnng about an improved sales pertormnce. An ettOI't baa been made throughout this stud;r
to emphasize the taot that supervision 1n order to be et•
teot1ve must be poa1t1ve and constructive. 'l'he trainer should
never sa7 to a group of salesmen,. "You are making improper
sales presentations."

'l'he constructive approach is one in

wbiob the 1nd1v1dual salesman is shown bia shortoanings

and how to improve.

Thia ettort on the part ot the trainer

ahould be a continuous tour point program.
First i

The supervisor must anticipate and keep

abl'east ot all new problems h18 salesmen constantl.1' taoe.
This w.tll demand a 8J'DlPSthetio

understan~ing,

1n the field

ot eacb new problem aa it occurs, as well as a detailed
knowledge ot competitive activity and general market or

territorial conditions.

16

"Is Today's Salesmanship Equal To The Job,"
Purchasing Magazine, p. 511 August 1958.
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Secondi He must determine how these problems
can best be solved.
Th!rch

The salesmen must be taught bow to meet

and solve the problems.

Pourtba The aupemsOl' must cont1nuoual.7 tol•
low up to make certain the technique suggested 1a being used.

l!!! Point Field

ProSI!J!l
Universal agreement among students ot marketing
'l'ra1n1ns

and aalea executives seems to exist concerning both the

d1tticult1ea of continued field training, and the.inherent rewards ot a well-managed program. In tbe Handbook
ot Bales 'l'ra1n1n15, the National Socieey ot Bales Train•
1ng Executives suggest an excellent ten point program
tor the guidance ot euperviso17 personnel 1n the execution ot a field training program. 'lbie program 1a
quoted 1n tull below and 1a believed b7 this author to
repl'esent an et1'ect1ve outline tor all personnel charged
With the respona1b111tJ' ot field training.
(1)

Ooe ot the J>Ul'POSea ot training 1a to teach

aalemen to plan a da7•1 work. 'l'he7 should be shown

how to do it better. when necessal'J'.

(2) Check salesman's equipnent before start,

1ng the da7 1 1 work.

Teach h1m the babit ot making aure

be baa everything he needs before be starts out. Show
b1m

bow to pack it neatl.7 in bis oar.
(3)

.

Check b11 brietoaae

t~

the same reason •

Be sure be takes it with b1m on eve17 call.
(4)

When

J'OU

want tbe trainee to do something.

don't tell h1m to do it. Ask or suggest that be do it.
Human nature resents oOD1Dands.
Don't dominate. 'l'he best wa7 to make youreel.1' important 1a bJ' helping the other fellow succeed
(5)
•·

1n h11 Job.

That makes

J'OU

reall.1' important to him,

makes him l1ke J'OU and want to cooperate with 10u.
(6)

When 7ou are working with a man to observe

bow he operates, don•t let h1m introduce
pervisor or

by

J'OU

as bis su-

an7 other title that puts 7ou 1n a pos1•

t1on above him.

(7) Keep the trainee's interest in learning
alive.
(8)

-

To

succeed 1n training, 7ou must be ve17

patient. You must also be understanding. be able to
see the other tellow•a point

of

View and appreciate

his problems. You need to be tolerant and tactful.
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At the same time, be firm 1n matters ot

(9)

policy and established procedures.
(10)

.

Be thorough 1n your reports about the

men with whom you work.· Above all, be honest and
trank.

Give the men all the credit that 1s due them.

Indicate additional help that is needed.

Bu11d1ns.Q!!
To

17

Strengths

the epeoitio ten point program listed above

one general statement might be added. When eaob 1nd1V1dual salesman was employed, the step was taken because atter careful consideration, it was tound that
he possessed certain qual1f1cations - knowledge, skills,
experience, personal attributes, etc. - which seemed
to t1t h1m well tor the particular sales job in ques•
t1on.

Along witb these strengths, of course, he had

certain weaknesses, and management waa not unaware ot
these when be was hired.

It seems a rather obvious ml.s-

take to devote the bulk ot the field sales training in

an attempt to correct these weaknesses since at the date
ot empl()JD1ent b1a strong points were no doubt considered

17

Handbook ot Sales Training, Prentice-Hall, Ino.,

New York, pp. 67-69, 1959.
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important enough to compensate tor bis weaker points.
It would seem more sensible, therefore, to spend the
greater part of the field training time helping the
representative utilize his strengths as quickly and
effectively 1n the job as possible while improving
weaknesses.

Conclusion .!!!:!!! Summary
The major objective of this chapter bas been
to define the importance of a positive program of continuous field training.

To this end a detailed dis-

cussion of the need for such training was examined and
a specific ten point program outlined.

Continued em-

phasis has been placed throughout this chapter on the
importance of building on the individual salesman's
strengths, rather than his weaknesses.

Chapter VI
FIELD MANAGEMENT

Int:roduction
Chapter V was devoted to a discussion ot continued training, trh1oh by anJ" practical consideration
cannot be ent1rel7 d1voroed from the management function. For purposes or this stu~. however, it seemed .
best to separate oont1nued training and tield management into two speo1tio areas 1n order to undertake a
more detailed analyBia ot each.
Field management, 'b7 definition, is concerned
w1tb two general aspects ot the distribution function,

one -

and two - Contl'ol.
Some authors choose to add at least one other
factor, organization. Thia seems a rather fractional
det1nit1on, though., a1nce organization 1a inherent in.
both planning and control.
Planning is a method ot looking ahead--a conatruct1ve reviewing ot tuture needs 1n order that present actions JDa1' be adjusted 1n View ot the established
goal. Planning, at least some klnd ot planning, must
alw8J'8 take place before doing. Most 1nd1v1dual and
most group ettorts are made more ett1o1ent 'b7 determining
Planning
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before any action takes place what shall be clone, where,
how and who shall do it.

Control is a composite ot the following tour
basic functions.
(1)

Establishment of Standards

(2) Report Back, or Effective Communications
(3) EValuation ot Performance
(4) Corrective Action
It will have tor its object pointing out weaknesses and
errors 1n order to rect117 them and prevent recurrence.
It must then operate on eveJ,7th1ngJ things, people

~nd

act1ona.

Basic Pield Respons1b111t1es

The basic reapons1b111t7 ot the sales supervisor

1a to direct the activities of his salesmen to secure
the maximum, or opt11Dum volume of sales within the ob3eot1ve and policy framework established by executive
management. Within this simplified description of the
sales supervisor•a

~ob

lies a multitude ot complex re-

spons1b111t1es which call for aptitudes and talents far
betond those suggested by the simple phrase "keeping the
salesmen sel11ng."

Later :1n this text emphasis will be given to
the thoUght that superior performance as a salesman
is frequentJ.7 the major (and all too otten the onl.1')
criterion used in selecting men to the ranks ot sales
auperviaion. Rarel.7 does the salesman on bis wa;y to
becoming a supervisor have the opportunity to develop
aklll or experience 1n the complex fUnct1ona ot planning and control, which are at the heart ot the management Job. Once he is a manager. he must pursue his
obJectives largeJ.7 through the efforts ot other people.
He must quickl.1" learn to do those things which cause
othel'B to want to take action 1n predetermined dire~
tions tor predetermined purposes. In abort be must
lead bis group toward the assigned obJectivea. To
these ends,. the supervisor must practice the technique
of layiilg out the work to be done, assigning this work
to the people who are to do it, and then taking the actions required to see that it is done properJ.7. These,
1n the eimplest ot terms, are the management functions

ot planning and control.
While it is uaetul tor purposes ot discussion
to regard these two functions as separate and distinot
kinda ot activ11;J',. it seems equall7 important to recog..
n1ze that, 1n practice, no aucb obVioua separation exists.
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The management functions of planning and control over-

lap and are inseparably joined.

Supervisors must., there-

fore., t1nd themselves performing both functions concur-

rently

Planning Activities

18

Planning, simply stated, 1s the basic mental prooesa which precedes all purpoaetul action.

It is the

studied determination ot goals and obJeotives, and ot the
nature and timing of the actions required to achieve those
goals and objectives.

It is, in total, the work any mana-

ger does to identity and establish desirable courses·or
future action for the people 1n tds group.

In its most complete and perhaps most idealistic
form, the planning process should 1nolude all

or

the fol-

lowing five functions.
(l}

Setting Goals.

The establishment of specific

quantitative goals toward which all the efforts and acti.v1ties of the organ1zat1on will be

18

directed~

For a complete and somewhat detailed discussion of
planning activities see:1- H. R. Maynard and James H.
Davis, 8alea Management,, The Ronald Press Company,

New York, pp. 127-197, 1957.
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(2)

Budgeting..

'l'be allocation or total re-

sources, money,, all materials, manpower and all .tacll1t1es required to achieve the objectives established.
(3)

Progransmtng.

The determination of spec1t1c

act1v1t1ea that will need to be performed, and tbe ex-

act sequence in which they will have to be per.formed.
( 4)

Establishing Methods.

The devising

or

methods to be followed and means to be used 1n per.form1ng the actiyj.ties required ·to achieve the obJect1ves
established.
(5)

Scheduling.

'l'he determination

or

the exact

points in.time at which each programmed activity should
begin and end.
At first glance the five factors ot planning

presented above may seem somewhat academic.

It is sug-

gested, however$ that collectively they represent little

more than the considered actions

or rnoet

capable deci-

sion makers.

Requirements

~

!.!!!.

Plan

Plans must be put into writing to be mean1ngtul:1
usetul and clearly understood.

Beyond this basic and

rather obvious requirement there seems little consistency
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or general agreement between one company and another,
or frequently between the several segments of the same
company

Although consistency in the usage or wording

of the physical tom plans take may seem rare, at least
certain elements seem common to all plans which have
proven effective management tools.

Dr. Robert T. Davis, in his detailed study
sales management 1n the

t1eld~

or

lists the following nine

bas1c criteria by wtdch an effective sales plan may be
evaluated.
(1)

Are the obJect1ves clearly and unequivocally stated 1n quanitative
terms?

(2)

Are the specific objectives to be
performed, and the sequence in
Which they are to be performed,
indicated clearly?

(3)

Are all necessary and related elements included?

(4)

Are the points in time specified
at which each activity should begin and end?

(5)

Are all elements ot coat (money,
materials, manpower, and fac111tiea) budgeted?

(6)

Have tormal criteria been estab·
lished for measuring and evaluat1.ng progress? rs the evaluation
procedure specified?
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(7)

Are alternative courses ot action
provided tor?

(8)

Has provision been made tor per1odio re-planning?

(9) Are means or communicating the

plan to the organization specified .. 19

These nine basic criteria seem to be an excellent guide list tor the evaluation of the adequacy of
any formal plan.

Broad Framework.2f .!,!! Planning
The planning tunotion of the sales supervisor.
begins with the establishment of specific goals and object1ves for that portion of the field sales force under
bis direction.

Since the field subdivision is a part

ot the total sales organization, 1ts obJectives must be
designed to fit Within the framework ot the over-all obJectives of the organization as a whole.
Plann~ng

at the field level must be confined

within the somewhat inelastic boundaries usually referred

to as company objectives and company policies.

19

Robert T. Davis. Performance and DeveloJ!lent

o~

Field Sales Managers, Harvard Press, Boston, Massa-

cbusettss p. 61, 1957.
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Company objectives and policies are. therefore,
the starting po1nt tor all sales planning, and the

supervisOl' must have both a detailed and comprehensive
understanding of each plan, however adequate its formulation, i f it 1a to meet with success.

To this end,

management must insure that all pertinent 1n1'o.rmat1on

is available to its field supervisors through an organized system. ot communications.

l!!! SuPE!rvisor' s Role !!! Pl.annipg
The boundariea of responsibility tor the supervisor• a sales planning w.1.11 normally be constrained by
company policy and further lim1ted

by

the extent to

which such planning is performed at the home office.
This will, quite obviously, vary widely between firms.

Regardless of the wide variance in the planning
function between tirms, in the end,, the tinal responsibility tor interpreting the resulting plans in terms of
local conditions and accomodating them to local needs

must be borne

by'

the supervisor.

The amount

or

field

sales planning performed at the home office level may
limit the extent to which the field sales manager is in-

volved 1n certain areas of planning; it may even llm1t
the degree to which be is able to interpret and adjust
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the plans established but, to some degree, he will
always be involved 1n almost every major area ot
field sa1es planning; either through active participation in the initial planning process or through the

translation of home office plans into action programs
designed to meet the particular need ot his own segment of the market and bis own sales organization.
There are five major types or planning 1n which
the sales supervi.aor will ordinaril.J' be engaged and they
are:
( 1)

Field Bales Forecasting

(2)

Planning Territory organization

(3)

Planning Territory Coverage

(4) General Budget Planning
(5)

Program Planning

Each of the f'ive maJor areas

l1ste~

above will

be discussed briefly.
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Field Salea Forecasting
The planning process begins with the establish-

ment of specific, quantitative goals toward which all
the ef'torts and act1Vit1es
be directed.

of

the sales organization will

In order to establish such goals, it is
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necessary first to determine the volume

or

sales which

can reasonably be expected during the period £or which
the plans are to be developed.

In some companies the sales torecasting function begins at the home of'fice level; in most, however,
it begins in the field.

Even among those companies 1n

whicb sales forecasting is performed entirely at the

home office level, it is conmonly considered desirable

tor each sales manager to analyze his potential business, market

by

market,, customer

by

customer and assem-

ble his findings 1n forecast form.

EVery field sales supervisor has at his disposal a widespread source ot intormation,, both current
and b1stor1cal, upon which be may base his sales forecast, principal among these data are the following five
sources.
(1)

Records of previous years• sales for his

unit of supervision.
(2)

Individual

territory~

and apeoit1c account

sales rec-ords.
(3)

Information concerning local competitive

strengths and weaknesses.
(4)

Specific knowledge ot various local economic

conditions exi)ected to affect sales expectancy.
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(5)

An 1.ntimate first-hand lmowledge ot the

plans of key_ customers.
All of the above locally available information
must be carefully coupled by the supervisor with hls
basic knowledge ot general business conditions.

In .ad-

dition, and perhaps even more important will be an intimate knowledge of his company's plans tor the period
ahead.

It is the responsibility of executive manage-

ment at the home ottioe level to provide each supervisor
in the field with this information.
Por the purposes ot this thesis a step by step
analysis of all tunot1ona required in field sales forecast1ng is not important and the subject bas been edequately discussed in a host of texts.

20
One

aspeet,

however, the establishment of individual sales quotas,

almost alway-s remains the singular responsibility of
the field superviaor.
All too

cf.te~

this Vitally important function

ot supervision is performed 1n an ot't-hand, casual
fashion.
20

Both the motivation aspect and the group's

An interesting, comprehensive study ot t'1eld sales
forecasting is presented by D. Maynard Phelps and

J. Howard Westing in, Marketing Management, Richard
Dw Irwin, Inc.,

Homewood~

Illinois, pp. 238-266, 1960.
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morale, which will be discussed separately 1n this
text, are vitally affected.
Improperly established sales quotas based on
.inadequate, or inaccurate determinations

or

1nd1v1-

dual territorial potential, can, and often will be,
a principal !'actor in the erosJ.on of the organ1zat1on 's morale.
Dr. Harper

w.

Boyd and

Dr. Ralph Westfall in

their text Marketing Research have ably outlined the
importance ot tbis field tunction as follows:
Sales quotas should be set
after market potentials have been
derived and sales ettort allocated.
In other words, the procedure should
be to establish market potentials;
to allocate sales ef'tort on the basis or these potentials; and then,
considering past sales performance,
changes to be made i.n the amount
ot selling etf'ort during the coming
year, and ant!c~pated activities
ot competitors,. to establish sales
quotas. These are usually set tor
each sales territory and for each
salesman. Quotas are ordinarily
not the same as potentials or f!Ven
ot the same relative size. one
market may have twice the potential or another, but may have
local competitors that take a
large -share, so that a given f'irm•s
quota lll8y be smaller there than
in the area with lesser potential.
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Sales quotas set .1n light of
sales potentials furnish a much
better basis tor measuring the etficiency ot salemnen than do quotas set by the old rule ot thumb last year's sales plus t1ve per
cent. It two salesmen turn in
the same annual sales volume# they
are usually paid about the same
and are held in equal esteem by
the sales manager. If market
analysis shows salesman A to have
a territory with far less potential. than salesman B, the sales
manager may wonder i f salesman
A ma7 not not actuall7 be superior. A shift of the two might
lead to greater total sales. The
accompanying table illustrates.
The ditference 1n the percentage of potential obtained
may be because ot different abil:Lties.. concentration on different
types of customers, different use
of advertising, dif'ferent frequency ot call, etc. .Further
study should result in better
:results in territory B. 21

21

Harper

w.

Boyd and Ralph Westfall,

Marketin~

Research, Richard D. Irwin,, Ino., Homewood,
Illinois, pp. 626, 6Z{.., 19,56.

SAIES TERRITORIES .... WITH DIFFERENT POTENTIAL
-A COMPARISON -OP -TWO ---------

SALES LAST YEAR
•

SALESMAN A

SALESMAN B

448,ooo

$ 450,000

i,164,ooo

4,034,000

$

$

TERRITORY POTENTIAL

P.ER CENT OF POTENTIAL

Source:

38.~

11.~

Nielson Researcher, Vol., XIV (May, 1955), p. 6.
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Unfortunately this academic recognition ot
a rather basic sales principle is seldom found to
be the·· rule among field supervisors and the so-called
"rule ot thumb" seems to generally persist.
Among those sales organizations where this
attitude prevails, top management must assume the
responsibility tor its ram1ticat1ons.

Field super-

visors will, in general, be guided or directed in
this activity

by

the importance, or lack
of it, the
i

firm's top level executives attach to this function.

Planning Territopr

C>rganizatio~

22

With the establishment of individual territory
objectives, the next logical step is the formulation
of an effective plan for working the area.
Designing an effective plan whereby' each individual terr1to17 may be most effectively worked is
a major responsibility ot the field supervisor.
Selling efficiency, the total cost of distribution, customer service and the attainment of sales
obj eotives are all strongly atteoted

by

the manner 1n

which sales territories are designed.
22 D. Maynard Phelps and J. Howard Westing, .!m• cit.,
Por an exhaustive study of determination ot sales
territories see PP• 595-617.

Since the nature ot the selling function varies
s1gnif1oantl.J' from one firm to

another~

1t is difficult

to outline general rulea tor terntonal planning which
would apply to all with equal val1d1t7.

The following

basic principles, intended as a broad guide, 1n the
opinion of this writer are applicable to all sales organizations.

(l)

The headquarters of each territory should

,.

be located at the center of'
tion.

maximum

Since salesmen spend most

customer concentra-

ot their

time where

there are the most customers or potential customers,
travel time and expense will be less i t their head•
quarters are located at poi.nts

or

maximum concentration.

In addition most companies require their salesman to

live within a certain distance ot their headquarters.
(2)

Territories should be designed to minimize

..

travel time and expense.
(3)

Territories should be designed in such a

WSJ' as to permit salesmen

in

to devote an amount of time

each area commensurate with its sales Potential.
(4)

If possible., each territory should in-

clude some under-developed areas so that each salesman
will have the opportunity and respons1b1.llty of m1ss1onart effort.
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(5)

Consideration should be given to the

desirable frequency of calls to each type
1n

or

ao-count

the terri.tory, the anticipated trequeney ot "call-

backs,,•• and the ·nature ot the function performed on

each call.
(6}

Each salesman's work-load capacity should

be determined through careful analysis, including ap-

propriate prov1s1.on for the various unon-sellingu
tunot1.ons he 1a required to perfoX'm.

When realistic

allowance 18 made tor holidays, vacations, week-ends,
time spent in attending sales meetings, makl.ng spe-

cial surveys and handl1ng other special assignments,
the 365-day calendar year may dwindle to 150-180

days ot selllng time.

A salesman assigned a terri-

tory too large to be covered faces a frustrating task
in an area in wbi.cb the sales potential will never
be

reached ..

Planning

Territo~

Coverage

Planning the mariner in which salesmen are to
cover their.assigned territories is equally as important as planning the territory itself.

The key tool.

tor such planning is a permanent 1 tinerary..

As this

plan is most frequently used, a salesman is asked

to develop a pe.rmanent plan
ing his territory.

or

procedure for work-

The plan should be tor the pe-

riod ot time (4 weeks, 5 weeks,. 6 weeks,, or what-

ever} that 1t takes him to cover his entire territory once. The supervisor then reviews each salesman' a plan to make certain it represents the most
efficient method ot covering his tel'Titoey..

In

actual practice, the supervisor himself' usually.

makes the plan tor all new representatives, and
often continues to aid in its .formulation tor older
representatives ..
The permanent itinerary is not a restrictive

device.

It should be regarded and used by the sales-

man only as a guide, and it must be sutf'1c1ently flexible to allow him to go where day-to-day changes in

conditions warrant.

'lbe greatest benef'.1t 1s derived

when the permanent 1t1neraey .is regarded as the ideal
procedure for world.ng the territory - a procedure that
is to be followed as closely' as, in the Judgment of

the salesman, conditions will pemit.
It should be noted that with the adoption of
a permanent 1.tinerary any time lost from the field 1s
disregarded and no attempt is made to make up its

coverage.

Por example, 1t town A were to have been
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worked daring the week ot April 22 and the representat1 ve was 111 this week, when work is resumed on
April 29 the current area ot the permanent itinerary,
town B, will be worked allowing town A to wait its

proper turn.
Without the adoption of this principle (and
its adopti.on does not seem uni.versal) the first work
interruption invalidates the principle of a permanent

itinerary, or at the least requires that it be recon-

structed.

General Eudget Planning

23

Budget planning entails the administration,
control and forecasting ot sales expenses in the field.
When this is done with a reasonable degree of accuracy
it becomes an invaluable tool for top management.

This

planning 1a usually the determination and allocation of
all resources necessary to achieve the established sales
objectives.

23

In 'its simplest terms, it consists in

A br1et but detailed study of budget control is
presented by Ralph currier Davia in, Industrial
organization and

Mana~nt,

Harper and Brothers

Publishers,, New York, pp. 864-873, 1957.
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(1) placing a cost element on all controllable elements ot m.oney1 manpower, materials, and t'ac1llt1es

that will be expended in attempting to achieve the
objectives and (2) establishing the standards which
will form the baaia tor controlling expenditures in

the operations of the field unit.
The field auperv1sor•s responsibilities tor
expense planning usually encompass two broad areas,
manpower and travel, or field operational expenses.
Supervisors are :trequently required to· submit proposed manpower expense budgets on an annual
basia.

The chief virtue of a manpower salary bud-

get system 1s that it provides a sound basis tor .
predicting, and hence tor controlling> manpower expense~

Factors affecting the size of' salary budgets

will vary, ot course, from one company to another
according to the nature of the compensation poli-

cies pursued ..
In addition to the manpower budget many su-.

perv1sors are required to submit a detailed travel,
or operational budget for bis unit of supervision.
Usually this entails an estimate of the travel expense (including transportation costs;, the costs. ot
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meals, hotel aqcomodat1ons and entertaining expenses)
which each salesman is expected to incur in covering
h1a territory according to his permanent 1t1neraJ.'Y'.
In making such estimates, the supervisor will tind

it helpful to re.ter to travel expense records of
previous years. Whatever the supervisor-• a approach,
1t 1s important that, after provision is made tor all
lmown elements of expense, suitable allowance be made
tor contingencies.

to

be

Ir the travel expense budget comes

regarded as a restrictive device

by

the sales-

man, be may tend to consider expense first and sales
opportunity second - a viewpoint, surely, which few

sales managers wish to encourage.
24
Progrg Planning
sales program planning is the very essence of

the field sales

su~rv1sor 1 s

job. Reduced to its sim-

plest terms, sales program planning consists of determining what each salesman must do and where and when

he must do it it the objectives ot the tield sales
unit as a whole are to be

24

a~hieved.

The reader may choose to reter to the tollowing

text on the theory or planning tor a de1'1n1t1ve
discussion of this topic.

Preston P. LeBreton

and Dale A. Benning, Planning 1.t'heon;,. Prentice.Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1961.
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Although the supervisor may reeeive considerable support and guidance from bis immediate
superiors· and the home office 1n the form of merehand1s1ng programs, advertising and promotion campaigns and the like, such support does not relieve
him of the responsibility of sales program planning.

His responsibility entails developing an action program tor utilizing this home office and other support
1n a manner designed to specifically fit the needs

of his particular field unit.
The degree to which the plan will be effective will depend, of course, upon the degree to which
it is accepted.

The salesmen who must cal'?7 out

~he

plan must understand it, bel.1.eve in it, and lmow the
relation of their part to the whole.
men, as

previo~sly

Since sales-

mentioned, are subject to much

less direct supervision and control than their counterparts in other areas of the company, the need tor effective communication of plans and objectives is especially urgent in the field sales organization.

Control Activities

25

We now turn to the second aspect of field man-

agement J control.
25 Por a broader review ot control activities see,
Ralph Currier Davis, .21!•

~.,

pp. 379-570.
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.As used in this text, control is intended to
mean the management !'unction of determining whether

plans are being properly- carried out, and if not, taking the necessary action to correct the situation.

'l'b1s term was selected (tor lack ot a better one) after much thought, and even then with some reservations since lt bas strong connotations ot domination

and reatra.1.nt and is an extremely negative word.

The

management function which it is intended to identify,
however, ia more pos.:ltive and more complex than the
word would seem to imply..

The control phase ot .field

management involves four kinds ot positive and distinct activity:

(l) Report ot Pertormance
(2)

Evaluation of Performance,. as reported,
as opposed to what was expected

(3)

EValuation of Variances

(4)

EValuation of Corrective Action

No

detailed analysis ot these tour important

steps 1n the control phase of f1eld management will be
attempted; however,, a tew words to outline the author's
position seems 1n order.
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It appears genel'811.y recognized that a primary .tunct1on of superv1a1on is evaluation ot per-

.tormance; evaluation of performance ot the sales
unit as a group, and evaluation or each individual

representati'\Te.

:Because moat field sales activities

are so closely related to one another,, both 1n perrormance and in effect as to be virtual.11' insepar-

able, the evaluation of performance 1n any one area

usually provides a valid measure

or

performance in

many others.

'When the evaluation of performance 1nd1cates
a major variance in one or more areas, this will usually

necessitate exploration ot all maJor areas tQ

determine the causes and seek clues to the corrective
action required.
Corrective action will then become the end
result

or

the control phase

or

field management.

Un-

less appropriate corrective action is taken when indi-

cated, the evaluation ot perfo?'JJJance and evaluation of
variances 18 meaningless.

When the needs are made apparent to the individual salesman, corrective action is often self-generated.
When variances are promptly identified and properly

called to the attention of the individual salesman,
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corrective action 1s trequentl.y taken with no further effort on the superv1sor•s part.

When this does

not happen,, however, each variance must be carefully
analyzed to determine its cause or causes and appro-

priate corrective action directed by the supervisor.

This chapter has been devoted to one of the
most important aspects of field supervision - that
field management.

By

or

definition alone this aeema rather

obvious since field management is the heart and essence
of

supervision es defined in this text.
Throughout this chapter an attempt has been

made to stress the positive s1de ot field management
and to this end the basic function was divided into
two broad categories, planning and control.
Planning was defined and the specitio role
the field supervisor in tb1.s area outlined.

or

A apecif1o

t1ve point program suggesting the role of the supervisor

waa discussed at some length.
The second phase of field management was detined as control and an analyais was made or the four

evaluation procedures involved 1n its completion.

Chapter VII

MORALE

Introduct12J]

An7 discussion dealing wJ.tb the broad general
. top1.c

or morale

would do well to begin with a def'1n1•

Uon or description ot J.ts meaning. For this purpose
1t ma7 be well to curamine the Views ot Dr. Ross stagner

as expressed 1n bis text. studies 1n Personnel·and In•
dustr1al PszcholOQ.

To

quote:

Morale .. I tbink must alwa7a be
expressed 1n terms ·of an individual
group relationship; it 18 an index
of the extent to which the ind1v1dual perceives a probability of
sat1a:ty1ng bis own motives through
cooperati.on with the group. ObV1oUsly~ then. there is no such
phenomenon as morale 1n general.;
the state ot an indivrctuiI 'e morale
must be judged relative to some
specifio group. such as his company, h1a informal group,, or bis

union.

Morale, to me, is not a mean-

1ngtul term 1t the individual 1a
seeking individual goals through

1nd1V1dualist1c action.

At least

:rront the subjective or phenomenal

view. 1t be does not perceive a:mselt as a member or a group, the
term morale eimpl.7 is not relevant.
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ot course. he ma7 be object1velz
a member or a group, aa when lie

18 an employee of 8 Ccnpa!lyJ and
so fl:tom an external point or View.
we may speak ot hie morale as a
part of the employing organization.- In this case., 1t be is acting purely' 1n an 1nd1V1duallst1c

faab1on 1 we must conclude that
bis morale is low.

H:!.gh morale exists when the
1nd1V1dual perceives bimselr as

a member of a group, and perceives
a high probab1l1ty ot achieving
both individual and group goals
through a course ot acUon.· He
consciously seeks to achieve the
goals ot the group because these
are important to h1m - the~ have
becomo: 1nd1.vidua1 goals - or beca uae the7 provide a.~th to
b:ta own personal goals
c are
not related to the gl'OUp.

This definition, by Dl'. stagner. wbicb was
drawn tram a text on the tnol'ale ot workers 1n the manu-

facturing 1nduatl'1es.- may at first glance seem strange
and out

or place

1n a paper dealing w1tb morale 1n

t1.el.d aalea organizations. The writer holds that tbie
should not be so., however,_ and.

ua

1n general agreement

(as wil.J. be painted out 1n this chapter) w.lth the views

26

Ross Stagner,. Motivational .Aspecta o'f Industrial
Morale, The Dorsq Press.
p.

304.

1961.

Inc.~

Homewood# D.llnois,

ot Dr. Stagner oonaidering the impol'tance
morale aa

p~

of newing

a group function.

l'!!! Vanis!Ww salesman
O.rten heard• and rrequentl.3' seen today-1 is the
J)brase# 11 '.l?be Van18b1ng salesman. u Thia 1a usual.17 in•
tended to describe the changing respans1b111t1es and
tuncUona of th~ modem salesman, not a numerical reduction in the total number.
As the total d1stnbut1on function baa becone
more complex td.tb1n moat sales organizations, the duties
and functions ot each of its 1nd1V1dual members have
likewise become more complex.

Today's salesman ma7 well be charged not onl.J"
1d.tb the basic resPoDa1bilit7 or selllng, but a1so with
apec1t1c reapons1b1l1t1ea 1n such broad areas aa advert181.ng. publi.C relations. missionaey good wlll. public

apealdng,, special product promotion work and certain
collection and credit functions to mention onl.1' a few.

Aa·the tendenq toward an expansion of respcmsib111t1ea tor the 1nd1Vidual grows td.tbin the sales organ1zation. ao also grows his importance and respons1bil1ty
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to the group as a whole.
the

Pw th1s reason it will be

intent throughout tld.a chapter to stress the im-

portance of oons!.dering morale as a group tunction.

1'h1a does not seem to have been the case 1n moat writ•
1ngs considering .morale in sales organ1=ations.

Es 1pr1tt ,!!! core•
"The common spirit pervading the members ot a
group.

It 1mplies enthusiasm, devotion# and .jealous

regard tor the honor ot the groap.n

21

The ttob nails ot military boots clang through
the streets

or

ano..1ent Berlin - pertect unison - perfect

stride - perfect posture - pride .. real and genmne, ra-

diates tram eveX'8' soldier's face,; H:ttler•s finest troops
are on the move ..

No -

a spectre bas not ri.sen from the past.,

but this rather dnmat1c statement does serve to J.llus-

tra te the point,

es•mt• de core•.

Since the daJ'S

~

the Ranan Legions the military

has alwa78 been aware of' this powerful motivating force.
Almost evel7one 1s aware of one example ot this.

'Zt

Websters Collegiate D1ct1ona;y,
Publishers,

1947.

Springfield~

a.

and

c.

The

?fd!rriant Co.•

Massachusetts., U.S.A. 1 p. 651 1
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·coltish youngster inducted into the Marine Corps and
told repeatedlJ' and positively that be 1a a member of

-

the greatest fighting force on earth; soon is. a member

ot the greatest fighting fo?tee· on earth.

Est prit • de corps• should not be con.tined to
the military.

'lb1s useful)' trequent:cy- neglected., and

often underest1mated technj_que of supervision should
be

J)l'esaed into service 1n ever!T sales organ1.zat1.on.
1'b:ts maJ' seem a nd.ve and gross over simp11t1-

cat1on of

a~

complex lDSnagement tuncuon., but tbe

goal itself is not complex and should not be allowed to

become so.

Uter all, al'lJ' improvement 1n 1nd1v1dual•s,. and
hence group morale,. however slight,, must bJ' definition
benefit every member ot every organization.

-The Five Easio

--

Dri.ves of Man

Da.niel Starch 1n b1a book,. How To Develop Your

Executive Abil1Yz, bas the following to aay about the

f1ve basic drives of man ..
There are five basic drives 1n

human beings • five nx-wants-out 0
of Which the whole drama of llf'e

springs:
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(1)

ttunger .. the need tor food; 1n
Infancy the child cries out tor
it, in adulthood he strives to
earn it.

(2)

Pain - the desire for comf'ort 'bOdil.7 and mental well being.

(3)

Sex - the desire tor a mate.
home. children and companion-

ship ...

(4)

Action - the desire for power,
ach!evement, control over tbinga~
forces and persons.

(5)

AFobation - the desire tor approva • gOOd idll1 and adnd.rat1on ot ·
one' a fellow men.

The latter two represent the

broad area wbeite through proper motiva Uon the 1nd1v1dual•s morale ma7
be elevated and sustained at a b1gb
level. 28
'l'he

w.dter is 1n accord ldth the det1n1t1on

the five basic dri.vea of man listed aboVe. For!

ot this stucly., however., the last two, Action

and

or

pul'PO&ea

Appro-

bation, will be sub-divided into three speo1t1c areas.

'l'bese three areas will constitute the specific t.1eld 1n
which 1:t is believed the field supernsor may motivate
the individual and group toward a desirable level

28

or morale.

Daniel Starch.- How To Develop Your Executive Ab111tz.,
Harper and Brothers Publishers, New York, p. 100,, 1943.

Three Moat Dnpgrtant Motives

!9.£ supervison: COnsideration

The author's field eXpel'ience bas demonstrated
that there 1s often a marked contrast between what manage•
ment believes to be the strongest motivating forces, and
the relative importance which the sales force

attaches to

these same forces. When such a a1tuat1on exists_, it mF.l7
uauall.7 be attributed to the fact that management has
1'a1led to anaJ.yze, understand,. or properl.J' evaluate the
dond.nant motives wbiob influence the attitude and the performance ot the emp1()7eea.

I:t is._ bowevw,. possible to

1dent1t'y-the leading motives

Ol*

desires which accompany

the thinking of moat employees as they consider the

JX)81-

tion the7 hol.d1 and the degree to which it seems to. make
it possible for them to attain their goal 1n lif'e.
The

as

or

f:ollowing three dominant motives are suggested

paramount importance to all members ot the sales

organizcition •.
( l)

secuntJ'

( 2)

Opportunity

(3) Recognition
No ettort has been ma.de to rank tbe three 1n order

ot importance, since the strength ot each varies With the
1nd1V1.dual, and doubtless_, from time to time 1n the tbink:l.ng
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ot the same indiv:ldual. It may be well to note that
both se<iunty and opportunity are economic 1n nature
and recognition 1:s pqohological.

9'le

latter ma7,, how•

ever, be Just as strong an 1n1'luencing moUve as e1.tber
one of the f1rst twoo

Each

ot

the tbNe dominant mo-

tives listed above will be diacussed separatel.1'.

Securipz
The influence

ot this important motive

maJ' best

be illustrated b7 a -consideration of certain conditions

ot emplo,ment wtlich perm.1.t the aeour.1t7 taotor to exercise either a. good or a restraining influence on the per.
formance ot the salesman. It should be noted that each
ot these practices. or the tail.Ure to develop a policy
on wbi.oh sound practices ma7 be

based~

bas a strong bear-

ing on the economic future of the salesman.

Since it will

readil.7 be granted that be haa just as vital a stake 1n
bis own economic secunv as has an7 other worker 1n the

nm.,

the relation

the genera.1 le'Vel

~

the aituati.on outlined below to

or morale

1s endent.

'l"bere seems little doubt that a desire tor economic
stability and personal security is a strong motivating

force 1n human actions. Fear ot what might happen should

one•a

~t

be terminated and natural interest

.1n

the

postret1rement period are express1ons ot a worker's legitimate concern for tbe eoonan1o seouriey or himself and his

'!'he deVelopnent of annual wage plans came

f'am11J'.

about because of the daJ"-to-day tean

or

workers.

so-

cial security coverages,, industrial compensation awards,
and the growth ·of retirement provisions all grew f'rom

this basic urge for security.

Salesmen have 1n the past often been denied
ma117 or the benefits mentioned. Often tbq have been
excluded

i'J.tom.group

insurance or hosp1t111zat1on bene•

f4Em7 companies seem to have del1berate]3' attempted

tits.

to .secure l'Ul1ngs which clasa their salesmen

88 . 11 1ndepen-

dent contractors" 1n order to avo1.d paJmenta tor social
seouritJ" benefits.. 'rhe growth of pension plans tor out-

atde sal.esmen has been slow.- as compared to s1m1lar protection tw plant and taot017 workers.

that 1n
eluded

showed

acme organizations salesmen are spec1t1cal~ ex-

tram

'

companJ' pension plans.

Anotbei-

or

One study

29

ma.tor factor contr.1but1ng to a feeling

inaecurltJ" on tbe part

or mtn7 salesmen 18 the

fact

that mBllJ' management ott1o1als tollow practJ.ces which

keep the men 1n an almost constaut state ot tear. Tbe
consequences ot tailing to meet one•s quota are constantl;r

29

H. H. Maynard and Phillip McVe7# Retirement Incane

Flans tor outside Salesmen. National Sales Executives,
Inc. 6 p. 9,, 1953.
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·stressed. salesmen often reel the complex statistical.
procedure.a of establishing potentials are onl.J' tor the

benefit of the oom.pan7 and therefore are but one more

wa7 ot preventing them from obtaining their proper re-

ward. Fear seems to create tear; situations which
otherwise might not be noticed become important when
a salesman work8 with the handicap of fear. He might
find 1t dit.t.t.cult to analyze these fears# but they are
nevertheless ·real.

or

Perhaps the basic problem grows out

the necessif#J' of making sales to hold one•s. job or.

to receive an adequate compensation. Pear does not seem
to arise 1n this same wa7 in inside Jobs, since most in-

side workers are not under the. contpUl.s1on to work alone

and to secure sat1&racto17 resUl.ts almost entirely'

own unaided et.torts,, 'Which 1a certainl.7
true or the Job Of .moat salesmen. . When management does
through tbe!J.'t

not understand or appreciate these factors 1n the work of
salesmen and does nothing to alleviate their natuX«al tears.

it is likel7 tbtlt the ef'f'ect on the work or the men will
be cumalat1vel.1' bad.

Inspirational letters,, talks1 and

bulletins do Ve1!3 little to overcome this attitude when

it bas been created bJ' unwise policies.
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The field supervisor should lead bis men toward a reeling of security baaed on certain beliets

about the conditions

or

their

When the

emplo~ent.

men realize that favorable conditions ot

empl~t

exist, as meastmed bY' such factors as compensation

plans,, supervis017 methods, and clearly understood

fringe benefits, their feeling of security will be

greatl.7 enhanced.

0pportun1ey
salesmen., as other workers"' :teel thq have the
right to advancement U their efforts Justif7 such recog-

nition.

The aalesman believes

tha~

as be matures 1n ex-

perience and ability', corresponding increases 1n bis t1.

',,

nancial. rewards should be available to bira.
fore resents

ana- practices

the compaJJ7 bas a

He there-

which seem to indicate that

policy~

keeping the earnings ot their

men within a certain l1m1t.
One of the beat known examples or such a poliey
1a the practice of reducing commission rates when sales

increase. Thi.a ma,-1 of course., be justified when the
increased. sales are due to some factor complete]¥ be-,.ond
the salesman's control.

A

product JDa7 suddenl.J' come into

general use, or a substitute may gain acceptance because the.older product is not available. But even
tben~

it seems questionable whether comnissions should

be reduced.

Certainly they should not unless the sales-

man has been c0neulted and an agreement reached wb1ch
is .fair to both

h1m

and the firm.

Similar 1n its ef-

fect is the reduction of a man's territory when sales
increase to a certain level.

Territory splitting may-

be Justified under a company policy or intensive market

cultivation., but the salesman should be oonsulted

by

bis supervisor and an adjustment in earnings provided
tor,.at least 1n the 1n1t1al period 1n the smaller territory.
Equal opportunity ls believed b7 all salesmen

to be a prerequisite tor fa1r.emploJment.

When the men

· feel that the potentials 1n their terr1to17 are low as

compared to other territories 1n the same compafl7• this
bade· premise i.a violated.

Much can be done through

ettective aupel'Vision at this p01nt bS' sbowilig the men
how potentials are measured and the relation ot these
potentials to the work ot each salesman.

Contests,, for ·

example, should always have a direct, and understandable., relat1.onsbip

~

potentials·..

Recognition
The thil:'d dominant
sents a form

or

motive~

recogni.tion, repre-

psychological income and ma7 we11 be

Just as important a f'actor in the establishment of a
high

level ot morale as f'inancial"reward.

t1on of the Justifiable

11

egort ot

A reoogn1-

the salesman 1s an

important method ot enhancing the level ot morale within

the sales group.

Recognition of work well done, of et-

torts to improve. or

o~

sim1lar progress made bJ' the

salesman 1s a thorougbJ.7 Just1tied pol107.

It tbe men

know that their superv1s01' notes their .forward progress
and shares with them 1n tbe pleasure ot aooompl1shment.r
morale 1s improved.

Thoughtful supervisors know that

salesmen need this tJpe of reward even more than do
other workers, since theil' work 1a o.tten performed at

great distances from the tactol:7 and otten under almost
hostile conditions.
men a cold reception.

Bt17ers can and do give 1118111' salesSalesmen are naturally prone to

be discouraged and to feel

that thq have a ve-q lonely,

and perhaps even unappreciated job. In this connection,
nothing is as powerful a stimulant or morale booster as
a personal visit troa a capable f1e1d supervisor.
U the supervisor conceives the purpose of his

Dlt

ns1t to
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bis men in the field as that of g1v1ng them constant
stimulation and reprimands his visits may bear negative results.

The ettect1ve supervisor lmowa he must

lead., not drive.

Summarz~

Conclusions

This chapter has attempted to deal with a difficult, bard to define and extremely important subject morale.
The thought (believed to be somewhat un1que 1n
a sales group context) was introduced concerning the im-

portance of viewing morale as a group function.
· Most salesmen belong to some unit of identitica•
tion., even U 1t·1s no smaller tban the firm 1n general.
'!'be developnent of a sense of es•prit• de corps• is suggested as a valuable, seldom used tool of supervision
1n the developnent ot a sat1a1'actoey level of morale.

'?he five basic drives of man were outlined, and
from them three dominant motives for supervisory con•
a1derat1on were formulated.

These three motives,, secur-

it7, Opportunity and Recogn:ttioX} were discussed 1n detail.

Conclusion
A chapter on morale would seem incomplete, to
say the least# without mention of leadership.

In a

small11 rather unpretentious article entitled, The Field
Sales Manager As A Leader, Dr. Samuel Stevens paints a
vivid 11 and moving picture of this management tunction
and its direct relationship to the subject

or

as follows:

Leadership at 1ts best., wherever it is found, is always characterized b7 an indefinable something
which can best be described b7 the
single word ''commitment." A truly
human concern tor the well-being
ot men inevitably results in management techniques and practices
that create an environment in which
the individual, even as he serves
the interests or the organization.
finds opportunity to fulfill his
deepest needs. A by-product of
great social and spiritual significance emerges from this process:
It has to do with loyalty; it is
manifest 1n the way the individual
identifies his own needs and aspirations with the organization's
goals and purposesJ it ia evident
to competitors in the difficulty
they experience in pirating good
people away; it produces measurable pro.tits 1n the form of suggest1.ons tor improvement~ and

morale
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better work pertormance; 1t ult1•
mately finds expression 1n the
growth of better men for better
management. 30

Note:

In addJ.tion to the texts c1ted 1n this

chapter,, the reader interested 1n additional reading 1n

the general area

or morale

1n business, should see P. J.

Roethllsberger, Management and Morale, Harvard University

Press, C8mbr1dge, Massachusetts.- 1946.

30

Samuel N. Stevens, The Field Bales Manager As A
Leader, The Ronald Press Company, New

1953.

York~

p.

84,

91.

Chapter VIII
MOTIVATION

Introduction
The fourth specific technique in the propcsed
supervisory program is motivation - perhaps a Vel7
brief definition of this function will help outline
its importance.
Websters Collegiate D1ctiona17 provides the
following rather brief definition of the verb motivate.

"Mo 1 ti•vate:

to provide with a motiveJ to im31
pelJ incite - mo 1-ti-va•-tion 1 n."
Within this short definition lies the ver:r
heart and essence of the field supervisor's pr1ma17
function, the motivation of the men .under his direction correct motivation may be a more apt description since
motivation may take two directions, positive or negative.
This chapter will be devoted to a discussion of
the positive aspects ot motivation.

The term positive

aspects is not intended to preclude any steps toward
neoessa17 discipline wh1ob is, ot course, frequentl.7

31 Websters Collesi.ate Dictionan, .21?• .5!!1i·, p. 341.
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required from the sales supervisor. In tact, it appears
to this writer that discipline, when fairly and honestly
administered, should be considered a positive motivating factor.

Most men appear to receive an increased

sense of security from the firm conviction that their
immediate superior knows both them and their territor.y
well enough to correct an7 deviation from the expected
path of behavior.

Honest, reasonable and consistant

firmness in discipline or restraint portra7s a gesture

ot respect for and interest 1n the individual.
Negative motivation will not be discussed 1n detail because one primar.y tenet throughout this paper has
been the emphasis on discussing the positive aspects of
32
an effective program of sales supervision.
Mention should be made at this juncture, however,
·it

only b7 wa7 of definition, ot what is intended or im-

plied b7 the term negative motivation.

Negative Motivation
Negative motivation is quite simply', in this
author's opinion, an7 action, direct or implied, which
impels or incites action 1n a direction counter to the

32 For an interesting discussion on motivation see:
Carl He7el, Management tor Modern Supervisors,
American Management Association,
Press, New York, 1962.

The

Riverside
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best interests or outlined objectives

or

the sales

organization.
Examples ot negative motivation could be al-

most as endless as a list of possible human wealmesses,
but a few

or

the most important and obvious would in-

clude the following:
(1)

Basic Dishonesty

(2)

Improper Personal Conduct

. (3)

Disloyalty

More will be said in the last chapter ot this
paper about the reverse aspects of these three factors,
since they will be discussed under criteria tor th-e selection

or

supervisory personnel.

Positive Motivation

In order to motivate salesmen successfully, the
sales supervisor must:
{l)

Thoroughly understand both company and local

objectives.
(2)

Develop, or possess, the ability to equate

each salesman's Job against the objectives through Job
analysis and description.
{3)

Possess a deep respect for the human per-

sonality and the uniqueness

or

each individual.
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With regard to the first

or

these requirements,

1t appears that many organizations conf'1ne the informa-

tion about company objectives and progress toward them
locked in top management's private files.

For all who

must work under these conditions great sJmpathy' should
be extended.

Regardless. bowever 1 of how much, or how

little information may filtel' down from above, each
supervisor must formulate his own specific objectives
consistant with his company's broader obJectivea.

It

is not possible to measure progress without some clear
notion of what one is striving toward.

Once determined, these local or district objectives and the Job analyses and descriptions based upon

them should be put into writing.

If written descrip-

tions are not provided by the company, the field sales
manager must,, in his own interest, develop them himself
after haVing performed a Job analysis for each of the
men responsible to him.

In any single selling operation

the majority of the jobs will be found to be quite similar.

The supervisor will need, 1n moat cases, only to

describe two or three types of' jobs, and in some cases
even less.

The process of mald.ng the analysis and pre-

paring the description should be a revealing experience.
The

supervisor will almost certainly discover that his
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salesmen are not doing tb:lnga they should be doing,. and
1n man7 cases that they are doing things he does not

know about.
Without an objective

ana~a

and description

of each Jobt the supervisor 1a handicapped 1n b1s at-

tempts to motivate Ms men to develop the requisite
knowledge,, attitudes., skills and habits.
Himselt
-The "Motivator"_............................
.....................................
The

establishment ot realistic obJectives and

sound Job descriptions provides a bracket ot reference

within wtd.cb the supervisor must motivate his men to aocomp11shment.

Yet such a statement

or

goals,, however

well arrived at and stated,, depends for achievement upon
individual people.

'l'he most noble intentions are headed for doom
unless they are implemented with understanding and deep

respect for the human personality. 'l'his,, to the writer,
1s a basic tenet ot motivation.

Lest this sound pious

or presumptuous., 1t should be added that the onJ.7 protund1ty to which the author 1878 claim is the profound
conviction that this 1s an ultimate truth in dealing
with people.

In order to understand others one must t1rst

understand oneself.

Before one can like and respect

others one must like and respect oneself.

Unfortunately,

understanding oneself 1a not as easy as it may sound and
honestl.7 Uldng oneself and one•a motives is sometimes

hard to face; but the only way one oan understand others,,
the onl.7

wa:v

one can grow,, is b7 dillgentl.7 seeking selt-

understanding, however painful the process ma7 be.

Al-

most ever.yone is fand.llar with the biblical quotation,
"Love tbJ' neighbor as thine own self. 0

On the surface,

tb1a seems almost deceptively simple.

In bis excellent

text.. '.rbe Passionate State of Mind, Eric Hoffer provokes
interesting thought tor this age•old concept.

To quote:
'l'be remarkable thing is that we
really love our neighbor as ourselves.
We do unto others as we do unto ourselves. We bate others when we hate
ourselves. We are tolerant toward
others when we tolerate ourselves.
We forgive others when we forgive
ourselves. we are prone to sacrifice others when we are read7 to
sacrit'ice ourselves. It is not love
ot aelt but hatred or self wbicb 1a
at the root of the troubles that
afflict our world. 33

33

Eric Hotter:t The Passionate State ot Mind, Harper
and

Brothers~

New York. p. 61, 1955.

lJ.'bis is strong language indeed. perhaps more
so tban tbe reader will accept.

and liking wbat one sees,
the beginning

or

1s 1n

But Jmowing oneself

the author's opinion.

knowing and managing others; indeed

· it ma7 well be the beginning ot wisdom.

The word wisdom was chosen above with no reservations. because .tt was telt that Wisdom. inherent

or acquired. 1a a paramount requirement for the patient
day by day.management ot people.

l'!!!, Individual .!.! .!!! Enti:tz
To a 1arge degree, the success achieved 1n

tivation 'b1" tbe field supervisor will be measured

mo-

by

bis ability to consider each of his men as an individual.

'l'b1a new is well outlined 1n an

phlet entitled, Motivating salesmen:

~ellent

SOJ!!L?,~:rsc·:Jal
.

'

Observations, by Robert P.

pam-

Alberts~

and

a rather in-

teresting, J.f J.engtby'. quotation·tollowa:
Managing salesmen is a sell1nf
Job; and I believe it would be bet er
performed it more ot us regarded it
as such and approached our salesmen
with the same respect we do our customers; do you treat eve'1!7 Presbyterian·
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like eveey other Presbyterian, eve17
Catholic l1ke eveey other catholic#
evfn7 Jew l1ke every otbeit Jew, eveey
redhead like eve17 other redhead# or
eveJ:7 tat man like eveey other tat
man? ObV1ousl.7 not. No one,. to 'llfl'
knowledge., ever sold anything to a
type; on}7 individual people can sign
orders. S1m1lal'lJ', no one ever motivated a group ot salesmen as a single
lump of buman1ey; people learn and

are .1nap1red onq as individuals.

If' I make no other point 1n this
discussion, I shall feel rewarded it

I get this message across: In train•
ing and motivating,, in eveeytbing you ·
do with your salesmen,, you are dealing
with 1nd1v1duals. Each o£ these peo-

ple 1s unique, d1tferent from every

TO me th1e is the real wonder
ot the universe. I have a
ve't!1' personal religion that bolds that
individuals are worthwhile; that each
of us is preciou&J that each of us
bas within b1m a spark of the divine.
I do not believe that this notion of
a C(lll)lOn d1v1n1tJ' need make us soft
or sloppil.7 sentimental in our dealings with peopleJ cel'tainl.J' Cbl"lat,
other.

and glo17

personification of love,. was a re-.
allst. In our 1nfi.n1tely smaller
sphere we should at least be capable of reasonableness 1n the face
of' realley. ''Well, suppose I buy
that," I hear the chorus come.
"What baa it to do td.th the ~
blem of motivating salesmen?
Quite a1mpl.:1', this: Whether your
compa~•s annual eaies are $2 million, f200 million~ or $2 billion,,

they are tbe result not ot some
vague.. nebulous, anonymous lump
called the "sales force.- n but ot
the efforts of a number of unique,
wonderful. t'requentl.7 strange and
aggravating precious individuals.
And it 1s the degree ot success,
with which these individuals achieve
their 1nd1V1dual obJect1ves - through
proper mot1vat1on ... that w111 determine
success or. t~1lure as a
f1el sa es manager. ~

/ouI

Monei!:!.!!

M1Sf!tl

Motivator

The reader ma7 well bave wondered at

the lack

of any mention so tar of the 11 M1ghty Motivator" money.
Thia baa not been because its importance baa been un-

derestimated., but rather because it seems so obV1ous.
There seems to be 1dth most men a l1m1 t as to
how

tar the7 will travel tor extra compensation.

Money

is impol'tant, certa1nl71 but so is pr1de: a man•a good
opim.on d b1mselr.

Most men having reached a plateau

ot relative t1nancial security will do tor pride what
tbq

woald never do tor pro.tittt

Pr1de thrives on ap-

propriate recognition - and this i.s motivation.

34

Robert P •. Alberts. Motivating Salesmen:

some Personal

Observations, American Management Aeaoo1alion., New

York, P• 4, 1960.
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!!!! Concept; _g! Motivation
I f this chapter baa left tile general impreaaj,on

that an undel.'Stanc11ng of motivation 1B complex and diffi•
cult,, it baa pa:rt1all.7 fulfilled its mission.
It is mterest1ng to examine, even brietl.7.. the

op1n1ons or a noted psJ"cbologist concerning this rather
d1tt1cult concept ot motivation. Dr. R.

s. Peters bas

th1s to aay:

For toleration will surel.J' ro1low the acceptance of the thesis that
the role ot the Galileo of paJ'Cbolog
must be rorever unoccupi.ed. Pqcholog bas not soared into its Qalllean
period as 1s so often thought,, through
lack ~ bright ideas,_ experimental
.ingenuity,, or methodological rigour.
It bas remained earth-bound in mazes

and Skinner boxes because the high)¥
general theories which.. j;t was hoped,,
would emerge,, are log.toall.y 1mpoas1.ble.

'!'he fundamental mistake of

theorista like Lewin and Hull was
to assume that what psychology re-

qutrea 18 a Galileo.

What would
be much more salutarr would be a
more careful scrut1n7 of the con-

ceptuall.1' 11J.um1nat1ng start made
b7 ArJ.stotle. 35

35

R.

s.

Peters. 'l'be Concept ot Motivation. Rutledge

and Kegan Paul, London. pp. 156-157. 1958.
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summarz
Thema.jor purpose of this cbapter bas been to
stress the hlportanoe ot motivation - positive motivation.

To thS.s·end

tbl'ee important requirements for the

supel'Visw were suggested •.
{1)

ll'nderatanding ol>Jectlves

(2) Equating each salesman's Job against
the objectives
(3}

Respecting the uniqueness of the 1n-

d1V1dual

A ,large section waa deVoted to a d1acuss1on ot
the .!mportance ot aeJ.r-evaluation and aelr•anal¥s18 ot
the ''motJ.vatortt himself.

Conclusions

In concluding tb1s chapter on motivation" it seems
appropriate to turn once more to the work ot Robert P. Alberta~

Mot1vat1ng salesmen: Some J>eraonal Observations...

to quote&

to observe that
most
auccessful people I laloW exist 1n a state ot emotional imbalance. Their drive toward achievement is fueled by aboveaverage emotional hungers. They have
problems and the7 create problem.a.
I should like
ot the b1sbl1'
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The7 are almost invariably interesting people. Their contributions are
so enormous, proportionately',, that
it makes good sense for us to learn
to live With them - and, where possible, to help them live with themselves. In no sense, therefore,
should ~ remarks be regarded as a
·J_>lea tor hiring salesmen who ere
normal, perfectly adjusted" men.
(even 1f I were to concede that _
there is11 any such creature as a
"normal or "perfectly adjusted"
man - which I shall not.}

.

It the ps7cholog1cal test batteries were as effective as some
psychologists and companies would
have us believe, and they were able
to select prototypes ot this pertectJ.y adjusted individual, 7ou and
I would be out of jobs. For I would
not be writing this, and 7ou would
not be reading it, unless there was
something eating at our insides something that is driving us to
f 1nd the things our companies require, win ourselves approbation
1n our communities, and slake our
p87ohic thirsts.

The pertectl.1' adjusted man,
after all, would be 1n a state of
perteotl.1' comfortable, perfectly
stable, pertectl.1' useless equ111br1Wll. AIJd that doesn't move the
goods. 3o

36 Robert P. Alberts., .!ll?• .2.ll.•1 p. 10.
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Chapter IX
_FLOW_

S!!

RESPONSIBILITY

Introduction
This chapter might well have been titled "Communications," "Flow ot Communications.," 11 Tbe Responsi•
billties of the Supervisor 1n Communications" or one
or another of such titles from an almost endless list.
After careful and thoughtful deliberation the term
"Plow of Responsib111ey" was selected because it seemed
a much more definitive and encompassing term.
The purpose ot this chapter will be to outline
this responsibility, its importance and its dual, or
two-told nature.
In order to illustrate best the total flow of

responsibility throughout all of the various echelons
of the field structure., it may be best to turn for a
moment to a brief study of the usual pattern tor organization of field management.
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Field Management structure

'ST

I f standard business practl.ce is accepted as

a guide# 1t seems possible to distinguish tour major
levels ot field aalea management - though 1t must be
added 1n baste that all companj.ea do not have all tour
and

some may have even more.

Beginning at the top

leve1 thQ" are:

(l) Regional Managers

(2) D1V1sional, or Branch Managers

(3j Supervi.sora~ or District Managers

.

"

(4)

Senior Salesmen and Salesmen

(1)

Reg:tonal Managers are typicall.1' closest

to the "policy.mald.ng" sales executives. From one point
ot view, the regional manager's prime function 1s to
represent tbe home ott1ce 1n the t1eld; i'rom another
equal.17 valid Point

or view,.

h1s pr1me fUnction 1s to

represent the field at the home office. From 8llJ' point

ot view it is the regional manager who actualJ.7 bridges
the gap between the home office and the f1eld. Through

37

For an interesting discussion

or t1eld

sales struc-

ture see; Kenneth R. Davis,. Marketing Management,

t.rbe Ronald Press Company, New York, 1961.
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him the headquarters executives derive almost all of

their knowledge of customer•s needs,. the acceptability

ot the companr•·a products and the a"Ct1v1t1es ot competitors;

through

b1m local managers and the field sales

torce derive almost all ot their knowledge
objectives, policies and

plans~

or

company

Obviously,. his most

important responsibility is to maintain close J.iason
With both headquarters and the t1eld., b1B most important
requirement to be able to tb1nk and oonoun1cate in both

the terms ot the home office executive and the terms
of the field salesman ..

(2)
.._

D1Vis1onal. or Branch Managers, are pd-

-.,,

maril.1' responsible for the operation
geneous sales dJ.stricts.

or

basically homo-

In the b1erarcb7 ot sales

management, they are the "doers" - the implementers and are usualJ.7 the interpreters ot local market and
competitive conditions.

In the larger divisions,, or

branches, these managers frequentl.1' supervise considerable non-selling personnel and related activities as

well.
(3)

supervisors, or District Managers, are

those field managers who are charged with tbe respons1b111t1ea tor the personal direction ot salesmen and .mo
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have no responsib111t7 tor maintaining local or branch
o.t.t1oes,. l.l'be sales supervisor ol'd1na1*117 reports to

the

d.1~1s1onal.

or branch manager1 and 1a responsible

~or

a team or salesmen and a group of accounts.

8J11'

several·l~d

In

management organization, super-

visors represent the first level of management aboVe
the salesman.

'lb8J' are also (1t might be added., as
...
an aa.tde) the reason ~or the ex1.stance of this text.
(4)

Senior Sa1eamen often have certain llmited

managerial respons1b1l1ties a1m'S lar to those of sales

supervisors,, butthq.usuall7 represent a transitional
stage between selling and supervision.

'!'be sen1or

salesman is an embl.'1'on1c manager; al.though pr1Jnar1J.y

responsible tor personal selling,, he devotes a small
proportion

~

his time to directing the selling ettorts

of one, two., or even three junior salesmen.

organizatj.ona,l Variations
The reader ma1 have been quick to take exception

to tbs.a neat categorization, since the b1erarcb1' structure pictured here can,

~

course, be grossly misleading.

In field sales management., as elsewhere, titles vary

wideq 1'rODl one firm to another.
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In one large teleV1s1on firm., for example,.
those who are called "district managers" are 1n real1t7 senior salesmenJ the management.title affords
the customer a certain 8JIOUnt of prestige and the

senior salesmen, presumably, a certain amount
satiatactJ.on.

A

self•

of

In contrast,. the district managers

of a large pharmaceutical house are an integral part

or top marketing management and participate actively
B
1n ma.tor poliCJ" decisions.
There are, of course., other variations aa well.
Among some of the largest companJ.ea field managers are
specialists 1n one aspect ot sales supervision or

.

another; among certain of their smaller competitors,
these :managers have considerably more authority and

responsibility.

Although job d1tterenoes cannot always be attributed to 1ndust17 or to company-size characteris-

tics., there are certain general patterns that seem consistent. .Alnong manutacturers of packaged consumer goods ..

tor example., a number

o~

the most successful eompanies

are advertising - and sales-promotion-oriented. Theirs

A & B .Both illustrations described above are tram the

autbor•s personal observation.
Company.

B.

A. The Motorola

The UpJobn Compal'lJ".
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is a uPUl.l" strateu.

They spend very large sums tey-

to pre-sell customers and to.make capital of

1.tlg

pulse buying. 0

Under these conditions,

"im--

obviously~

salesmen and their supervisors in the f 1eld have veey
special responsibilities.

The managers tend to con-

centrate upon selling the large accounts - wholesalers 1

chain

buying

otf1.ces and ma.jar supermarketa.

The aalea-

men, at least 1n part, become store merchandisers who
must fight for shel.t poa1t1on$ tie-in promotions,, and
point-or-purchase displays.

'lbe1r e.ttorta are aimed

pr1mar11J' at making the company•a over-all advertising
and sales promotion programs et'.teot1ve at the point ot
purchase.

In tbia scheme of things, line sales

man-

agement 1a seoondary to product and advertising management - its dut1ea are to see that advertising expenditures are successfully merchandised.
Among producers

or

"et~cal"

pharmaceuticals,

on tbe other hand, personal selling and service are the
kq

marketing ingredients.

TheirJ .is a "Push" strategy which relies heavily

dary.

upon the personal skills
the

AdVertising supPort is seoon•

or f.ield

salesmen rather than

efteotivenesis of mass-media communications.

Obv1•

oualy, field management duties are not at all the same
in such organizations as they are in companies geared

to a

11

Pulln strategy.
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A third pattern exists among companies whose
products are sold from door to door.

Here the problems

of stat.ting are so great that the field sales manager's

key respons1b1liey is personnel administration; the

recruiting, selection. training and supervision
salesmen.

38

.

or

The s1gn1ticance of these distinctions is man1- ·

fest.

To the extent tbat the job of field sales su-

pervision refleeta important marketing, strategy and
manpower differences, it 1s dangerous to regard all
supervisors in term8 of any single "conunon denomina-

tor."

Ways of thinking about these managers that de-

.

pend upon rules of thumb, rigid principles, or fixed
patterns of bebaVior are inadequate guides tor improved selection, developnent and evaluation.

In

field

sales management, managerial competence is a function
of the specific situation.

Management's

!!.!!.!! .2.t Field Superviaioa

Reference was made above to the ditferences in

the responsibilities of field supervisors trom one firm

38

The three industry illustrations listed above were
drawn from the author's personal experience and in•
elude# (l) a large soap oompallJ' (2) a manufacturer
of prescription drugs and ( 3) door-to-door experience selling greeting cards.
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to another..

such d1tterenoes suggest a third way ot

looking at field sales organizations; namely, according to the degree ot responsibility and authority
that ia delegated to field sales management.

In es•

sence, this degree reflects top management•s philosoph7 witb regard to local autonomy.

The amount

or.

or lack of, independence granted local managers may
be

based upon sucb sound confdderat1ons as market,

product or manpower

limitations~

or it may merely re-

flect some unreasoned but traditional executive at•
titudes.

Whatever their origin,, such manifestations

ot management philosoJ)h7 have important repercussions
in the field and profoundl.7 affect the requirements

for and attractiveness ot field sales supervisory p()Bitions.

1!!! SuPE!X"!isor ~ Communications
Regardless of the field structure and the s1m1•
lar1.t1es or differences existing between the field superv1sor• s Job among the various til'ms. one vital function, the two-way tlow ot essential information, remains
common to all.

So tar emphasis has been placed on the

flow concept downward.

No company, however, can thrive

long nor can management long remain informed 1t the flow
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of information is 1n one direction.

Without an intelli-

gent upward flow ot 1ntormation .from the field execut1ve, management's "mahogany desk" would soon become a

sterile area.
Ir reliable reports emanating from many branches

or districts are graduall7 distilled and then filtered
away, tbe residue of' importance remains, in fractional
parts, at the various levels of field management.

The

"mahogany desk" area ot executive management receives
only the sterile vapors of what remains.

This gains

added significance when it is noted that such reports
are important guides in evaluating over-all market trends,
competitive activ-ity, product performance, the effectiveness of service and policies, and various elements of
the total enterprise.

In

the last analysis# ever'Y ac•

t1v1ty carried on within the company 1s designed to help
move the goods to the customer; since the divisional man•
ager or supervisor and his salesmen are closest to the
customer, they are 1n tbe unique position of being able
to discover many weaknesses and needs tor improvement

in nearly eVe'l.7 segment of the compa117.
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.!!:!!.

QPposite Side £!.

!!'!!

Coin

'The opposite side of the coin, or the bottom
(it you choose) ot the sales structure., presents a
·>

salesman "'1th his most perplexing and frustrating problems - created when the flow of responsibilities are
inadequate.
Among the most d1!'f1oult of such problems is
the ability, or lack ot it, to grasp and understand
the over-all problems and objectives of top management.

Not only .is this d1tf.1cult tor many salesmen,

but it is often on}¥ a little leas <tl.f'ticult for his

supervisor.
Top management would do well, in everr case,
to clearly state not only' 1ts immediate and future obJectives~

but also the reason, or reasons

why'

they are

important.
Eaob man at every level of the sales organiza-

tion should be given,, as precisely as possible,, the
reasons for each spec1t1o function he is required to
perform and how it relates to the organization as a

whole ..
Unfortunately> 1n many f'1rma the various echelons

ot field management tend to react as small cliques or

private clubs in their policy and decision making
meetings.

The desirability and even necessity ot

complete and boneat reporting to the level of men
just below them is overlooked or disregarded.

Per-

haps examining a specific, i f hypothetical, example

ot such a situation may prove helpful.

Frustration

~

the

!!!! !'tt.. !!!!,

Ppamid

In this 1.llustration it will be assumed that the
long term planning ot a pharmaceutical tirm (accustomed
through years of practice to marketing products available only on a prescription basis) decides to market a
steadily increasing number of items to be sold "over-

the-counter.11

The long run goal or obJective of man-

agement i.n this situation is the establishment - when
sales volume ot the new 1tems warrants it - ot a subsid1a17 ti:rm to market only' "over-the-counter" items.
This firm•s representatives, however, throughout their tenure witb the company, have been accustomed

to selling specific items in a specific wa7.

When sud-

denly charged with these alien sales techniques and
responsibilities they Will tend to resent such action unless they are led to thoroughly understand management's
reasons.
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carefully outlined immediate and future obJect1ves formulated

by

management and explained by

first line supervision will eliminate this tendency
toward resentment.

Indeed ..

j,n

this illustration,. it

might well serve as a powerful motivating force since

each salesman could be led to believe that he was sharing in an exciting adventure - the creation of a future
Junior firm.

During the years ahead, each man so mo-

tivated would no doubt point with considerable pride
to the firm he "helped create. 11
The importance to management of the superv1sor•s
ability, as a functional responsibility, to convey exactll:
the views of ita objectives seems orystal-clear·in this
illustration.

Situation
a Communications Vacuum
-The SameThia
-is in sharp contrast with the other rather
1n

obvious alternative.

Men requested to perform this ad-

ditional and unfamiliar function (of selling an "overtbe-counter11 :ltem) and given no satisfactory explanation tor the request, except perhaps the rather inane
comment, ujust do it, the home office wants it done,u
will deeply resent this action.

The resentment w:lll

vary, of course,, 1n direct proportion to the existing
variance of the 1nd1v1duala, but it see1Jl8 conservative
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to say that at bent the function will be performed
grudgingly.

Conclus1on
It is not the purpose ot this paper to examine
the reasons executive management so frequently seems
to operate behind the theory tithe greater the degree
of

secrecy the better," but where this situation does

exist the author's heartfelt sympathy is extended to
those forced to work bound by such shackles.
Even when such a disagreeable situation does
ex1st, it may be at least partially alleviated by' capable supervision and an actual dual flow of respons1b111 ty.

When ex1et1ng problem situations and poor morale
are witnessed; this vital information and its suspected
reasons must reach top management intact.

Diagnosis,

1n this case at the field supervisor's level, is of

paramount importance, but executive management's prognosis and the situation's eventual cure will not occur
without an uninterrupted, unfiltered flow of responsibility.

smmnarz
Chapter IX has discussed the dual, or two-fold
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responsibilities of an effective flow of responsibility
within the field sales organization.
Typical field management structures were examined
and the basic responBibilit.tes of the f ollow1ng four ma-

jor levels were discussed:
{l)

Regional Managers

(2)

Divisional, or Branch Jvtanagers

.

,_

{3) supervisors. or District Managers

(4) Senior Salesmen and Salesmen
In addition, organizational variations were outlined and three major "function or1entated 1' types ot

sales orgalrl.zations examined.
The balance of this chapter was spent in a study
of the importance

~

an adequate flow of respona1b111-

tiea to both the top of the salen hierarchy and the bottom.

The conclusion was intended to strengthen the ex-

pressed conviction of the dual responsibility as a vital
link of the supervisor 1n an effective flow of responsibillty.

Chapter X

-

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL

Introduction !Y.4

-

Rationale~

this Chapter

It was not within the or1g1nal purpose

~

tb1s

paper to consider, or discuss select1on criteria for

field supervisors. As the stud7 progressed,, however,
1t seemed evident that at least a brie.tl.J' drawn fX*amework was in order:1 since only

throtlgh

the proper aelec•

tion of 1.ts field supervisors will management be able
to acb1eve the goal ot ettectJ.ve field supervision.

!

Pive Step Selection Procedure

Dr. Martin Shotzberger;i 1n bis d1ssertation..EValuat1on ot Selection C1'1ter1a For SUperviso!'l Personnel. oUtl.1.nes the following s113temat1c five step

process tor the selection procedure.
(1) Job

Ana~1a

(2) 'l'be Job Desor1pt1on
(3)

'l'be Job Speo1t1cation

(4)

Worker Quallt1cat1ons

(5j EValuat1on 39
39

Martin Luther Shotzberger> Evaluation o.t Selection
Cr1t,er1a For Supervi.sorz Personnel., The Ohio State

Un1versi.tJ', Columbus., Ohio.. pp. 26-29 & 45, 1960.
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'l'be text quoted above 18 an exhaustive, and
comprehensive etud)r

ot the tecbn1.ques1

methods and

cl'1ter1a for select1ng superv1soey personnel 1n a
8pec1f'1o manufacturing industr.r. Arr; attempt to
duplicate~

even in a ve'q minor

sense~

a work of this

nature within the confines of a single chapter would,,
obviousJ.7.- be imposa1ble.

'l'he author teela that the tir&t tbl'ee steps
1n the selection procedure (1) Job Anal.1'a1s,. (2) The

Job Descr1pt1on.. and (3) 'l'be Job Spec1fioat1cn" have

been

discussed~

1n general terms throughout the t1rst

nine chapters ot tb1a text.

The balance or·tb1a chap-

ter,, therefore,_ will be confined to the singular ex-

and.nation

or one factor 1n the

(4) Worker Qual.1f1cat1ons.

seleot1on process,,

(5) The· firth step, eval-

uation., will be br1etl.7 discussed in the conclusion

ot the chapter.

General gual1f1.cat1ons
DUr1ng

&JllOunt

the past several 7881'8 a considerable

or 1ntereat

bas·been shown by marketing execu•

t1ves 1n determining the best source
manpower.

~:.day

or

supervisory

it seems general]1' agreed that selec-

tion f'l'om within. when poss.1ble,, is the soundest method
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ot obtaining supervisoey- personnel. As previously
mentioned, however, tbis will only be poss1:ble, to
a satisfactory degree, when careful selection and
sound training pr1no1ples were applied at the level

ot the salesmen.
When the time comes to select a supervisor,

too trequentl.7 tbe only qual1ficat1ons eonaidered are
the years of service and success of the candidate, or

candidates as salesmen.

The salesmen with the longer

service and superior sales record is oi'ten selected tor
management respons1b1l1ey, despite the tact that he

may lack important qualit1oat1ons ..

Success as an outside salesman should not be
assumed to be adequate preparation tor the etit1c1ent
direction of others.

In

tact~

an outstanding salesman

may l1ke traveling and direct contact with cust01llers
to such an extent that a supervisor.r job will be boring.
Many

successful salesmen preter to remain in active sell-

ing rather than to become sales supervisors of sales ex-

ecutives. From the standpoint ot earnings, Jaal11' sales-

.men secure higher incomes than the sales administrators,
and tor this

~son

alone pre.ter to continue ae sales-

men. An average salesman,. nioreover, abould not be d1squal1t1ed tor consideration as a superv1sor.
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It bas been the general observation ot the
writer tbat most men selected for positions ot in-

creased respons1.b111t1es (assuming tbe7 possessed
the necessary qualifications at the outset) tend to
grow in ability through tbe pressure and stimuli

their new positions.

ot

Many sales executives finding

themselves 1n the role ot "selectors," however, apparentl.J' do not share tbia outlook since theJ' tend
to view the men considered eleg:tble

by

the concept

or ttcurrent performance only. 0

Five SJ?!Oifio gualif1cat1ona
The following t'1ve spec1tio qual1t1cat1ons

tor the t:Jelection

or

-supervisory personnel are not

intended as a finite list, rather it is suggested as
a broad tramework within wtlich each sales executive
JD81' :tit his own list of minute and spec11'1o qualit1•

cations.
Ho doubt the reader w.Ul be quick to discern

that the following list ot qualifications differs
(and ditfers widel.7 1n some respects} .from any other
such list be ma:v have read.

This

is due neither to

l1tera17 licence nor ignorance of other authors 1 views,,.

but instead to the persona1 convictions tb1a writer has
gained through maDJ' 7ears ot field sales experience.
'J.'be five qualifications are:
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(l)

Personal Integrity

(2)

Loyalty

(3) . Empathy

(4)

Business Competence

(5) "Moderate" Extroversion
At first glance the list does not appear so
ver'J' much

dif'terent~

sucb lists.

at least 1n outline, from other

A more detailed examination. however, ot

each or the tive q,ual1t1cat1ona may- bring some basic
differences into sharp tocusb

ill. Personal

InteSJ:1tz
Placed at the bead ot the list witb careful

deliberation was personal 1ntegr1ey beoause lack1ng
tb1a v.1.tal quallf1cat1on no man should be selected to
lead the business destinJ' of others.

An absolute def1-

n1 t1on., acceptable to all, of personal 1ntegr1tJ', is

d1tticult at best,, but tor the purposes
j,t 1s intended

of

this paper·

to encompass the following three major

factors.
(a}

Bas1.c Honesty

(b)

Moral Soundness

(c j

Emotional Stabillt,"
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The f1eld supervisor who is not (a) basically
honest cannot project a self image or (b) moral soundness to the men under his direction..

"

A lack ot moral

soundness almost invariably leads to improper personal
conduct and results 1n negative motivation.

(Note:

tMs was discussed in Chapter VII.)
The third factor of personal 1ntegr1t7 (a) emo-

tional stability ia considered an essential characteristic

or supervisory personnel

since in the day-to-day-

Job ditf1culties will occur, pressures arise and individual crises develop•

Handling these situations re-

quirEHS greater emotional stability on the part of the
supervisor than is found 1n the average salesman.

The

supervisor should be a sensitive 1nd1v1dual. but one
who can control and channel b1a emotions.in such a wa7
as to aJ.d rather than interfere in the handling o£
salesmen.

ill Loyaltz
This charactenstic 1s treated by moat authors

ot sales management texts as a respons1b1lltJ' flowing
one way .... upward toward management and the compa?J7.
'l'his.t however, is not realistic.

Loyalty must flow

trom tbe field supervisor two ways, down to the men he
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leads and upward toward the management to whom he

1s responsible.-

At tbis point the writer wJ.ahes to state
the basic tenet (which JJJ81' seem unorthodox 1n terms

ot standard sales management tbeOJ.'J") that between
·~

the two nows ot layaley,, the downward tlow trom the
supervisor to the men he leads is of pr1mar;r 1mportance.
Assuming the supervisor is a man or.personal
1ntegr1tJ' - the quiet and consistent demonstration

ot 10J'8lt7 extended to each man be leads will assure
him their ad!ni.rat1on, respect and cooperation •

Thia view does not,

of

.
course,, negate the im-

portance of the upward flow of loyalty from the super-

visor to h1s tinn.
oompa117~

a aupen1Bor cannot expect to develop lcyalty

1n his salesmen.

be

Without such lOJBltJ' toward h1S
The loyalty'

ot the supervisor w.tll

manUeeted 1n the manner 1n which be answers the

questions of his salesmen.. In turn, the loyalty ot
sal.esmen will be apparent 1n the manner 1n which they
answer the questions

ot

tbe1l' customers.

The impor-

tance to the total enterprise seeins evident.
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0

tt you must sell Jobn Smith what John Smith buys,

You must sell John Smith through John Smitb•s qes."
Anonymous

Dr. Richard s. Batch 1n an excellent and very
comprehen81ve doctoral dJ.ssertation entitled. An EValua•
t1sm of a Forced-Choice Differential Accuracy APJ2:roacb
to the Measurement ot Sut?!rvisorz Emet!!l, baa the fol•

lowing to say concerning this important character1at1.o:
1lhe above quotation is typical
ot the connon-aense nvalldit,- 11 which
abounds in JD&ll'J' applied fields where
the concept of empattey" ia td.del.7 be•
lieved to have s1gn1f1canoe 1n the

practical relationships between people. The u ability to place

da1~

oneself 1n another persons shoes~»
as empatb7 1s of ten def'ined, is a
soc1a1 sk1ll believed to have a1gn1t1.cance ·at eve't!'Y' level of the occupational hierarchy. The relationships between salesmen and their
customers, managers and their subordinates,, clln1c1ans and their patients, teacbera and their students.
politicians and tbeil' electorates,,
and counselors and their counaeleea
are bUt a few examples from: a long
list which m1gbt be proVided. Empatby', or the accurate prediction
of the feelings. atti.tudes,, or
opinions of another person, has
been described b1' such processes

as soo1a1 perceptiveness$ clinical
intuition, insight• understanding,
predictive abstracting, social sen- 4o
si.tirtty, and diagnostic competence.
Viewed 1n the light of Dr. Hatcb•s interpreta-

tion.. empathic ability is clearly a strong and vital
cbaracter1st~c

of

supel"Visol.'Y' personnel.

ot empathic ab11•
1t7 will tend to refine and regulate the supervi.aor•s
In addition a genuine degree

judgment and will. aid bis ab1l1tJ' to reason and think
logicallJ".

Another important by'•product of empathic

ability will be an increased measure of patience.
Helping salesmen accept dltterent and frequently
ticult ideas calls

ill Business

fw

dif•

an unusual amount ot patience.

Cgnpgtence

Earlier 1n this chapter 1t was stated that
"the best salesman does not always
manager."

Dlake

the best sales

This View isJ' of course1 still beldJ how-

ever. 1n order to lead eftect1veJ.7 representatives 1n
the fieJ.d., the supervisor must passess certain fundamental elements of bueJ.neaa competence.

Chief among

these elements are the following:

4o

Richard S. Hatch, An EValuation

or a

Forced-Choice

D1tterent1al Accuraq ApProach to the Measurement

ot Superv1so17 Empat!!z, Prentice Hall,, Inc., Englewood Cliff's, N. J.,, P• l, 1962.
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(a)

Fersonal Selling Ability - The super-

Visor, wbo is a truly poor salesman would find field
leadership ditficult, 1f not actuall.J' frj.ghtening.

(b) Personnel and organizational Knowledge •
The supervisor must be able,, within certain l1m1ts,,
to appraise the abilities of bi.a salesmen so that be
will.not expect too little or too m.ucb.t but will know
when a sales.man is producing at hie maximUm effectiveness.

In

addition, he must know how to create a de-

. aire within men to do their best.

The supervisor, 1n

Ol'deit to direct men successfull.J", must know how and
be willing

to delegate responsibility and to

re~on

oile the Viewpoint ot bis salesmen and the viewpoint ot

the top executj,ves.
An awareness

or

the organization factors which

provide for Willing and effective cooperation is es-

sential. I f rules and regulations are to be interpreted
to empl07ees,. anapprec1.at1-on and the need for coopera•
t1on Id.th staf.f executives and other line executives
as well as the total organization structure is neces-

aary.
(c)

Verbal 1 Writing and Reading Ability - lrllch

ot a supervisor•a work involves the com:mmication ot
1deaa.

He talks td.th his men, prepares reports 1 and

must read and understand written pcllciee. orders and
1nstruolions. For these reasons. verbal and reading

ab1llt7 are ot obvious importance. although this 1s
not meant to imply that h1gb ab111t¥ in tb1a factor
alone ts aurt1c1ent to 1nsure superv1so17 competence.
(d) Learning Ability' - Learning abilltJ' 1e
a basic requirement for the supervisor.

This ability

muat, of courae. go beyond that required of the sales
representative.

Ool.7 those

inen

wbo possess a. sat1sfac-

t017 degree of learning ability will be able to master
the following factor, teaching ability.
(e)

rank high

'l'eacb1ng Ability - Teaching ability should

among

the requirements for a supervisor.

This

quality embodies many of those discussed prev1ous17. but
ehould be given special consideration.

To teach sales-

men. the supervisor Jml8t be understanding. but not too
QmP8tbet1c with salesmen who do not overcome wealmesses.
Thia la a superviso17 qtaal.i.t7 that ma117 successful salesmen will laok. Hot evel'70lle who is capable ot excellent

pertormance 18 equall.7 capable of teaching others bow
to pertorm.
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"Moderate" Extroversion
Ever.y student of marketing 1s familiar With

the terms nPeople-Mindedtt or "People-Or.tented."

'l'hese terms appear most frequently 1n regard to de-.
8Uable traits in the selection of salesmen.
writers in the field

or marketing

Most

list these fac-

tors as ot equa1 importance as selection quallf1cat1ons tor superviso:ey personnel.
M:tld issue rd.ll be taken at tb1.a point td.th

these writers {mild issue only) because it 1s not
~

~

suggested they are ent1rel7 wrong,, but rather that
their emphasis in.this d1.rect1on is too strongly
placed.

It is readily conceded that extroversion

1.a an asset to a prospective salesman,, and it is

also admitted that thla 1a
true of the candidate
'

tor sales supervision - but to a much lesser degree.
Supporting evidence tor th1a postulation may
be

drawn from the following phrase .... "Selling 1a the

world's most lonesome Job." This, or a a1milar phrase.,
.is to be found 1n almost any- text on ealea selected

at random..

Selling is a lonesome job.

Not only la

this conceded:t but 1t baa been prev1ous}7 discussed

1n this paper.

It selling is a lonesome Job then

the task of superv.1s1ng the man who does the selling

1s even more so.

Restricted to b1a own counsel. subject to
long and extensive travel and removed from bis tam-

117 for extended per10da

of

time the "moderate ex-

trovert" lUS7 well prove better adaptable to bis en•
'Vbonment than the gregarious tttrue extrovert" usu-

al]¥ sought as a saleSJQan.

Conclua1ons

It must be self-evident that few, U indeed
&XJ7• men w1U ever posseaa all. ot the worker qual.1f.1-

cationa tor superv.1sory personnel outlined 1n

~his

chapter. Nevertheless, 1t does aeem safe to general•
1ze that: subatantial progress toward the goal or improved supervision will be achieved b7 an7 sales organization willing

to devote the time and effort, re-,

quired to compile specitio worker quallticationa, and
tben evaluate theaequa11fJ.cat1ons against the jobs
spec1t1cat1ons involved.
· Vntortunatel.7 1n sales OX'gan1zat1on1$ as appar-

entl.1' 1n the manutacturing industries,, th1a ideal ait•
uation baa not alwap been the rule.
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Concerning a specific manufacturing industry,

Dr. Shotzberger very aptJ.7, and with typical wry- humor,
states a situation thus:
The supervisoey Job is a big
one tor which, by and large, little
men have been chosen and there has
been no s1gn1ticant attempt to bring
the men up to size. The result of
this lack ot action can only mean
a degradJdg of the supervisory job
itself.

Summary;

Chapter ten began with a suggested five step
selection procedure as a broad outline, and immediatel.J'
suggested that step (4) four, worker qualifications,

.

would constitute the bulk of the chapter's discussion.
The following five specific qualifications
were submitted as criteria tor the selection of field
sales supervisors.
(l)

Personal Integrity

(2) Loyalty
(3) Empathy
(4) Business Competence
(5j "Moderate" Extroversion

41

Martin Luther Shotzberger, .2.Ja•

~.,

p. 47.
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Each of the tive spec1f1.o qual1f1cat1ons submitted above was discussed 1n some detail.

It was

turther suggested that these five major criteria for
the selection ot field supervisors were "un1que,tt

botb 1n interpretation and order of importance.
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Chapter XI
_sUMMA
_ _RY
....

~

RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction
This thesis has been a study- of one of the
most important single functions of sales management,
field supervision.
At the outset of this discussion the following two basic tenets were brought forth.
(1)

A marked lack of interest, and resulting

neglect, from both students of marketing and sales
executives alike has ocoured in the area of field
sales supervision.
(2)

The premise was set forth that effective

field supervision represents one of the most important
single links 1n the total distribution function ot organizations with a field sales foroeJ furthermore, it
was noted that this area represents one of the most
effective techniques for increasing total sales productivity of a given sales force.

Backgl'oun~

9t. Supervisorz Neglect

'l'he historical background for the neglect of
field supervision was examined and among the findings

were the following:
(1) Salea executives have often felt supera
vision was not required.

(2)

Geograpb1o d1tficult1ea# imposed bJ' widel7

scattered terntoriee_, have imposed restnctiona on the
ease .er

supervision~

(3)

Sales management has often viewed field

supervision es an abstract tunction whose accomplish•

ments were difticult to equate in "dollars and cents,."

(4) The "compensation attitude" 1fhich.

simp~

stated, suggests that salesmen paid well and ta1rl.1'
ld.ll not requll'te supervision •.

(5)

~

......

A final reason for neglect of the function

tield supervision 1s the belief b7 some executives

that sal:esmen themflelves do not want supervision.

Rg Salesmen .Want SUftn1a1cm?
A detailed atudJ' was undertaken at this point

in order to determ1ne tbe attitudes and deairea ot
the salesmen themselves concerning tile dea1rab1111;J' ot
supel'V1.sion.
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Among the 1'1nd1ngs1 trcm available literature,,
were three tiel.d questJ.onnaaes conducted b7 Dr. Charles
Lapp. These three field studies established a consis-

tent and de.tin1.t1ve pattern in their replies - the
stated conclusion - a large majority ot the salesmen
contacted tel't a specifio need tor adequate field supervi.aion.

A &! Point P.ro1:tam ,g,t SJ?!C1f1c, Techniques
,With the establishment ot both tbe need and de-

sire tor an adequate program ot field auperv1s1on1 a
six point program.of specUic techniques was submitted

to aid management 1n aocampl1sh1ng its objective,; an
etteoUve program

~

aupem.aion.

'l'be a1x apecitto

techniques are:
(1)
....

Selection

_....

(2)
...
(3)

Continued Training

~

Field Management

(4) Morale
(5)

Motivation

(6) Flow ot Respons1b111ty

Selection

J!t Pi.eld

The

Personnel

~

ot the prope;r MlectJ.on ot ealea

penoime1 • • df.ecuaaed tritb especial empbaale 'being

placed on tbe 1Utuft ettecta ot the total ente~•••
1,.e. .tutun aalea exeeutive ctev.lopaent la detead.ned
b7 tbe upper limtte ot ald..UQ' .PQaseaaect bJ

11en

h1l'ed

toda7.

csmi~~~

An

e.valaation

or

the need

tra1n1ng waa exaad.ned at tb.18

tor cantimled aalea

~

and tbe baalo re..,.

aona tor 1te 1.mpm1;ance d1acuaaed.

stress •• placed on Sndiv!dual rather tban groop,.
or ••• tra1n1ng teclm.tque an4 coneidenble

~

attached to t1eld on-tbe-Job tJpe tra1n1ng.
A apec1f1o ten J)O!nt progra tor t1elcJ training

waa auggeatedJ tbe tea pr1.no1pal

points

are Ueted

outline l'Ol'JI.

below in

'I
(1)
(2)

're~ da1~ work planning

'.l'eacb1ng the aal.eeman to prepare b1a
· equipaent tor the aa1•a work

(3) Cbecldng tbe aaleaman•a brietcaae

(4j Aak.,·or auggeat; never tell what
,~

...

(.5)

xever dord.nate

to do

(6)
(7)

Never allow 70urself to be introduced
as the aalesman•s superior
Keep the trainee's interest 1n learn-

ing alive

(8)

Be patient

(9)

Be

tirm

(10) Be thorough

Using the ten point guide above. it was strongly
advised that the field supervisor should constantly build

on the strengths of eacb salesman, 1n contrast to making
capital of his weaknesses.

Pield Manasement
A rather detailed atudJ' was made ot the third
speoUio technique of field supel'Vision. field management.
The studJ'

was divided 1nto two general areas.

planning and control.

Planning was det1ned and the specif.to role ot
the field superv1ao1" 1n tb1a area outlined. A specific
tive point pi'ogram detailing the role

or

the supervisor

was suggested. } 1uJ
0 ,\1

The final phase of field management, control,
was defined and an analysis made of the three evaluation procedures involved 1n 1ta ccmplet1on.
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Motivation
Motivation, tor the purposes of this study,

was divided into positive and negative phasesJ however,
it bas been the purpose of the study to explore only

In this connection considerable
attention was devoted to the importance ot the "Motivator"
its positive aspects.

knowing, and liktng himself.

Morale
The primaey aspects of the views this paper pre-

sented on the subject ot morale was 1n its unique in•
sistence on morale being considered a group, not an in•
dividual function within the sales force.
The five basic drives of man were outlined, and
from them three dominant motives for supervisory con•
sideration formulated.

Flow 9l_ Respons1 bilitz

The dual or two-fold nature or the flow of responsibility was discussed at this juncture. and a typical
field management structure examined.

In addition the im-

portance, to both the top and bottom ot the sales organization, of an effective flow of responsibility was studied.
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Selection Criteria

~

Supervisory Personnel

This area of the study has dealt with a specific
five point list of qualifications for the selection of
supel'Visoey peraonnol.

The five specif'ic points studied

are as follows:

(l) Personal Integrity
(2) Loyalty

-

'

(3)

Empathy'

(4) Business Competence
(5)

11

Moderate" Extroversion

Summarr !!!l!! Recommendations
Throughout this study a sincere effort has been
made to stress the importance of a positive program of
field supervision.
The whole area of supervising outside salesmen

is a fertile field for study.

The sales executive that

will experiment 1n this area. and will study 1n a truly
scientific manner the eost in both time and money of
utilizing specii'ic methods and tools of supervision in
relation to net profit realized, Will gain a distinct
competitive advantage resulting from the increased effectiveness 1n the utilization of manpower.
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